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Sexual assault
Students face identity theft policy
calls for
Cate Rauseo ’07

response team

News Staff

Maria Corvese ’08 received an unpleas
ant surprise one afternoon when checking
her account balance at the Sovereign Bank
ATM in Slavin Center.
“When
the
balance
CAMPUS appeared, it was negative,”
NEWS Corvese said. “I thought it
was a mistake, so I reen
tered my information. But the number was
the same the second time. I called
Sovereign Bank immediately and they put
a fraud alert on my account. After a few
weeks, I cancelled that particular account
and established a new one.”
Corverse is one of many college
studnets who put themselves at risk for
identity theft when they use credit cards to
purchase items online. While Corvese
never lost her Sovereign debit card, her
number was somehow stolen. According
to a report from Sovereign Bank, her card
was used at a Chinese restaurant and floral
shop in Lawrence, Mass., far from
Corvese’s North Providence home. The
report also noted two check card purchas
es.

“There were two check card purchases,
but because I never lost the actual card, I
assume there must have been a fake card
used,” she said.
The money taken from her account, in
addition to fees for overdrawing, totaled to

Beth Lenehan ’08
Asst. News Editor

SUSIE LUSHER ’07/Thc Cowl

With identity theft a rampant occurrence, students who do not watch their
accounts closely could end up in the red.
nearly $500. After conducting an investi
gation, however, Sovereign Bank reim
bursed Corvese for most of the money
which had been stolen.
Although the bank sent Corvese a copy
of the receipt from the florist, which

included the name of the man who used
her account, she does not know if any legal
action was ever taken against the thief.
According to a 2006 survey by the
Better Business Bureau, 9.3 million
THEFT/Page 4

From the boob tube to YouTube
Beth Finan ’07
News Staff

What do the evolution of dance, an
urban ninja, and animated animals singing
“The Lion Sleeps Tonight” have in com
mon? Well, not much—except that they
are among the mostSTUDENT viewed videos of all time
INTEREST on one of the Internet’s
fastest-growing Web sites,
YouTube.
Founded in February 2005 by three for

mer employees of PayPal—an online pay
ment middleman—,YouTube is “a free
online video streaming service that allows
users to view and share videos that have
been uploaded by members,” according to
its Web site. One hundred million videos
are viewed each day, and the average per
son spends about 17 minutes on the Web
site.
YouTube’s slogan—“Broadcast your
self’—describes the do-it-yourself nature
of the site. Once users create a free
account, they are free to post everything

from homemade videos to clips previously
broadcast elsewhere. Although YouTube
has faced its share of controversy—from
allegations of copyright violations to the
recent revelation that one of the subjects of
a popular “homemade” clip was actually
an aspiring actress—the site remains
extremely popular with the technologically
savvy younger generation.
Videos posted on the site range from
sports highlights to clips from the nightly
news, to groups of teenagers impersonatYOUTUBE/Page 3

When a PC student reported having
been sexually assaulted last week, students
heard about it via postings and e-mails.
The news can be disconcerting, but it
reminds students that the
CAMPUS risk of sexual assault is
NEWS real. Now, the administra
tion is taking steps to rein
force this message.
On Sept. 13, Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P,
president of Providence College, sent an email to the PC community regarding a sex
ual misconduct policy, effective July 1.
With this announcement, PC has taken
steps to aid victims of sexual assault and
provide more resources to victims.
Prior to this message, Providence
lacked an all-inclusive sexual misconduct
policy, prompting the Committee on
Campus Culture, Conduct, and Civility to
want to study various forms of misconduct
and abuse on campus, including sexual
assault.
The new policy provides information
regarding victim confidentiality, defini
tions of different types of sexual miscon
duct, and helpful phone numbers for vic
tims.
Father Shanley appointed Yvonne
Arruda, dean for enrollment services, as
the interim sexual assault response coordi
nator. Her duties include the coordination
and training of the Sexual Assault
Response Team (SART), a three- to fivemember volunteer group consisting of
administrators, faculty, and staff, who will
provide support to victims and help them
get the resources they need.
“SART will serve in the educative,
informational, and advocacy roles by helping students to under
See page 7 stand, evaluate, and
for a related choose among various
ASSAULT/Page 2
article

Unanimous Student Congress vote changes constitution
Rick Kurker ’09
News Staff

The U.S. Constitution has been under
constant renovation since it was first
drawn up, with its most recent amendment
ratified in 1992. Likewise, Providence
College’s
Student
STUDENT Congress has recently
CONGRESS made an important change
to its own constitution.
On Tuesday, Sept. 12, Congress unani
mously passed legislation that removes
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from its constitution the clause stating that
the vice president of student services
serves as Congress’ moderator.
“In the past, the vice president of stu
dent services was needed for approval
under many items of the constitution,” said
Athena Fokaidis ’09, vice president of the
Class of 2009. “Conveniently, [Rev. J.
Stuart McPhail, O.P., vice president of stu
dent services] was both Student Congress’
moderator and the vice president, so in the
end, it just made sense to refer to him to
obtain approval for anything.”
According to Student Congress
President Amy Baker, Father McPhail had
acted as the moderator of Congress for the
past 18 years. Speaking from two years of
experience, Baker noted that students had
been “fed up with the administration” in
the past because it did not seem to wel
come student input. Now that there is a
new vice president, as well as a new col
lege president, Baker said it was time for a
change. Baker and her fellow Congress
members have spoken several times with
new vice president of student services,
Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., to voice their
opinions about making Congress “more

conducive to student voice,” Baker said.
“Other clubs on campus have the capac
ity to choose their own moderator,” she
added. “This change allows the students in
Congress to regain some control.”
Though the ideas stemmed from con
versations with Father Murphy, the deci
sion was ultimately left to Student
Congress. The Congress executive board
proposed the legislation, and Congress
members voted to pass it. Now, Student
Congress must find a new moderator for
the organization.
“This, however, does not change the
administrative duties for the vice president
of student services,” said Kevin Johnson
’08, representative for the Class of 2008.
“Congress must present all legislation and
still have checks signed by the new vice
president of student services.”
As for how this change will affect
Congress, Baker said that there won’t be
immediate consequences but that it is a
“first step in many steps” in gaining more
control for students in Congress.
According to Baker, students will now
begin to have more say over the adminis
tration. The move, however, is not a revo-

DENIELLE BALSARI '07/The Cowl

Left to right: Johnny Styron ’07, Brent
Gilbert ’07, and Amy Baker ’07, lead a
Congress meeting. Congress has
recently voted to remove the vice
president of student services from their
constitution.
lution.
“The new administration is behind this,”
she said. “It’s a cooperation and a collab
oration.”
“Father Murphy has stressed that he
CONGRESS/Page 5
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CALENDAR
22 Friday

23 Saturday

1:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Orientation to
Career Services in
Slavin 112

Dance Party in ’64
Hall

24 Sunday

September 21, 2006

September 22 to 28
25 Monday

26 Tuesday

2:00 p.m.
mtvU Woodies Tour
2006 on Slavin

7:30 p.m.
European Dessert

2 7 Wednesday

Night in Slavin

Lawn

10:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m
Golf Party in
McPhails

7:00 p.m.
Competitive Careers
in Finance and
Money in
Managament in
Moore Hall II

Prayer and Praise in
St. Dominic Chapel.

28 Thursday
3:30 p.m. Lecture
on 13 th century
Dominicans in the
Center for Catholic
and Dominican
Studies
5:00 p.m. Fall
Career Fair for
Accounting and
Finance Majors in
Slavin Center ’64
Hall

Assault: Student safety questioned
continued from front page
services and options. They will help to
identify existing needs and follow up with
victims over time,” said Arruda.
Arruda will be meeting with student
groups, she said, to discuss the policy and
awareness on campus. In addition, she is
also developing a Web site that provides
information about resources both on and
off campus.
“The Committee members felt the need
to address what is a very important, but
often underreported violation of persons
and the College’s mission. Because it is
underreported, we recommended a differ
ent reporting structure so that victims
would feel freer to come forward and to
receive the help and support they need,”
said Arruda.
Maj. John Leyden, executive director of
the Office of Safety and Security, said that
there has been an increase in the number of
sexual assault crimes reported, but that
there are also many resources available to
victims.
“On-campus resources include the
Student Health Center, the Office of the
Chaplain/Campus Ministry, the Sexual
Assault/Violence Support group, Safety
and Security, EMTs, and the Office of
Residence Life,” said Leyden.
He also added that off-campus services
such as Sexual Assault and Trauma Center,
Victijns of Crime helpline, and the
Providence Police Department are avail
able to students.
Ironically, just one day after the PC
community learned of the new policy, the
campus received notice that a PC student
reported that she had been sexually
assaulted while leaving Louie’s Bar on
Admiral Street. She later reported the inci
dent to security.
“For the fall semester, all matters

involving sexual assault will be handled by
Gail Dyer, who also serves as the College
sexual harassment officer. For the spring
semester, SART members will be in place
. . . Anyone—female or male, student or
employee of the College—who has been a
victim of a sexual assault can directly con
tact the Sexual Assault Response
Coordinator (SARC) or a SART member
(beginning in the spring) for a confidential
meeting,” Arruda said.
With the Sept. 13 assault and subse
quent crime alert e-mails, questions
regarding student safety have arisen.
“I have felt safe in previous years at PC,
but since we started receiving so many emails from the security office and it has
only been three weeks, it is kind of alarm
ing,” said Christina Barra ’08.
While Barra admits that the security
alerts do raise alarm, she said she is also
glad that security is trying to make stu
dents feel more comfortable and aware.
“It is a good idea because now people
may think twice before walking back from
Brad’s, etc., by themselves and be more
aware of their surroundings. It is not
something I would want to be ignorant to,”
said Barra.
Maj. Leyden said he also feels that the
crime alerts are helping students.
“I believe that the alerts provoke con
cern and prompt students to take safety
precautions,” he said.
However, some students feel Providence
is a safe campus and are not concerned
about the recent assaults.
“I have never felt unsafe on campus and
have walked alone at night with no
qualms,” said Tom Longmoore ’09.
“PC is a very safe campus; the campus
police are all around, we have the security
gate, and the emergency blue lights,” said
Ryan Spagnuolo ’09. “The crime alerts
deal with incidents off-campus and people

are either impaired or are walking alone.”
Spagnuolo also said that while the crime
alerts are “better than nothing,” he thinks
there should be a seminar that deals withsafety on and off campus.

If people go out to bars in
groups, then they should leave
in groups. That is when you
get into the most trouble, when
you are walking alone.
Ryan Spagnuolo ’09

The three students were surprised PC
did not have a comprehensive sexual mis
conduct policy until now.
“Being a Catholic school, I thought they
would have [a policy] firmly set in place,”
said Spagnuolo.
Both Barra and Longmoore agreed that
sexual assault is a large issue on many col
lege campuses.
“It’s especially important to have one on
college campuses,” said Barra.
“It surprised me that PC made it until
2006 without a definite policy as sexual
assault has been a problem for the past 50
years, possibly more, on college campus

es,” added Longmoore.
One of the primary safety precautions
students can take is to be aware of their
surroundings.
“Students should use the shuttle service,
which can be reached at Ext. 2940; emer
gency telephones are provided throughout
campus . . . which are monitored 24 hours
a day; and lock your dorm room or apart
ment door,” said Arruda.
“Students should act responsibly, being
aware of their environment while off cam
pus. They should travel in groups, utiliz
ing the Shuttle, security escorts, and
reporting any suspicious activity,” said
Leyden.
Barra added advice to students who may
be walking by themselves.
“Don’t walk with your iPod on full vol
ume, so you can hear other people and cars
approaching. Also, look around once in
awhile to be aware of your surroundings,”
she said.
Spagnuolo emphasized the importance
of walking with someone at night.
“If people go out to bars in groups, then
they should leave in groups. That is when
you get into the most trouble, when you
are walking alone,” said Spagnuolo.
The Women’s Center Web site also stat
ed the importance of going out with a
group, trusting instincts, and to be aware of
the impairing effects of drugs and alcohol.
Longmoore added one last piece of
advice: “Use common sense.”
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Office of International Studies new this year
Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff

Providence College is searching for a
dean of international studies, a newly
formed position meant to oversee the study
abroad programs and the College’s inter
national students. Charles
CAMPUS Haberle, assistant vice
LIFE president of Academic
Affairs, said PC has cur
rently received more than 70 applications,
which are being vetted by a committee
headed by Dr. James Keating, professor of
theology.
Besides Keating, the other committee
members for the selection process are
Haberle; Raul Fonts, coordinator of inter
national admission; Dr. Steven Sears, dean
of Residence Life; Dr. Nuria AlonsoGarcia, associate professor of modem lan
guages and director of Global Studies;
Yvonne Arruda, dean of Enrollment
Services; Dr. Inglish Morgan-Gardner,
assistant dean of the Balfour Center for
Multicultural Affairs; and Dr. Francine
Newth, professor of management.
The study abroad office will become the
center for international studies and will
report to the academic affairs department.
The director of the office will be a full
dean, a title not previously given to the
director of study abroad or the internation
al student advisor.
“I think it gives [the office] a lot of cred
ibility,” said Fonts, coordinator of interna
tional admission, as to the importance of
appointing a dean.
The resignation last June of Dr. Seana
McGovern, former director of the study
abroad office, created the opportunity to
form the new position, which entails sup
porting the needs of PC’s international stu
dents. Until the position is filled, the study
abroad program will be temporarily run by
Administrative
Coordinator
Rachel
Hazard.
International students were previously
advised by Dr. John Hogan, director of the

MARY PELLETIER '09/Thc Cowl

The flags displayed in ’64 Hall—representing PC students’ countries of origin—are one of the first things students see when
they come for orientation. A separate orientation for international students helped them acclimate to American culture.
Personal Counseling Center, through the study abroad program.
returning international students, although
counseling office rather than through their
“Study abroad is a big issue and a pri many could not attend due to previously
own department. “[PC] is going from not ority of Father Shanley’s,” said Fonts.
made travel plans.
having a point person for international stu
“If there are more students looking to
The purpose of the orientation was to
dents to having an office for international study abroad, we are in a better position help students understand the culture of PC
support,” said Fonts.
then we were in the past,” said Haberle.
and that of the United States. The task
“Many of the services [PC] provides are
One of the tasks the new dean will be force arranged for this orientation and
the same for students studying abroad as assigned is to assess the staff needed to wrote a handbook to provide international
students that come here,” said Haberle.
operate. The dean will have one assistant, students with information they need to
The dean’s role will be more expansive as it was in previous years with the study know. The orientation was held along with
than Hogan’s function was. According to abroad director.
the orientation for freshmen in the
the College’s Web site, the role of the dean
The international student task force was Multicultural Scholarship Program (MSP).
with regard to international students is to created to evaluate PC’s support of its Morgan-Gardner is the director of MSP
“serve as coordinator of visa services; international students. The task force, and also served on the task force.
advise and assist international students, which was chaired by Fonts, recommend
Haberle said he believes that PC will
scholars, faculty and their dependents on ed a position be created for overseeing begin to interview candidates for the new
academic, social and financial matters; and international students because the current position soon. In addition, he said that
facilitate overall adjustment to American structure was not sufficient.
eventually, as part of the interview process,
culture and educational environment.”
“If we are going to bring [international some candidates could be part of a campus
The new office was created partially in students] here, we need to support them,” forum that students and faculty can attend.
response to Faculty Senate committees on said Fonts.
The position might be filled around
diversity and on the study abroad program,
International students had their own ori December or January before the start of the
as well as an international student task entation this summer for the first time. new semester, according to Haberle. “The
force. The Faculty Senate open forum The orientation occurred on Aug. 29 and most natural time would be during break,”
helped address current problems with the 30. The orientation was open even to he said.

Allocations for the 2006-2007 academic year
Congress—$4,229

BMSA—$ 17,750

BOSSA—$325

Commencement—
$82,000

BOP—$ 170,500

Chemistry Society—
$125

A Cappella—$1,000
JRW—$37,000

Dance Team—
$1,900

Circle K-$125
Anime—$125

Sophomore Class—
$2,000

Dance Company—
$820

Best-Buddies-$350

Colleges Against
Cancer—$125

Education Club—
$325

Golf Club—$250
History Club—
$175

Men’s Volleyball—
$1,000

OAC—$500

PC Democrats—
$300

$1

Bio Society—$250

Crew—$9,500

the full story in next week’s issue

OSSW—$350
Figure Skating—

SEAC—$125
SHEPARD—$850

PC Pals—$700

Republicans—
$250

Pep Band—$1,600
Philosophy Club—
$250

FFE-$325
Freshman Class—

Rejects on the
Rise—$125

Racquetball—
$1,400

Society of Physics
Students—$125

Rugby Men’s—
$5,400

Toastmasters—$ 100

Rugby Women’s—
$5,900

Phone Charges—
$1,176

YouTube: Students find a new way to procrastinate
continued from front page
ing boy bands. With the wide range of
material available—including some clips
of PC students—and with links to related
videos appearing on the page where a vis
itor views a clip, it is easy to see how one
can waste a great deal of time on YouTube.
John Burke ’09 would not reveal the
total hours he had wasted on the site this
summer. “I wasn’t on [YouTube] as much
as I was on Facebook, but it was still a sig
nificant amount,” he said.
“YouTube is the best way to procrasti
nate,” said Kaitlyn McCoy ’10, who
enjoys watching Saturday Night Live skits
on the site. She said that she uses it as
“comic relief’ to relax during stressful
times.
Bob Pfunder ’09 has only been on the
site a couple of times, but when he visited
it, “it devoured my time,” as he intended to
watch only one video, but ended up spend
ing an hour-and-a-half watching various
clips.
Krissy Phillipino ’ 10 has used YouTube
to watch videos of the contestants from the
T.V. show So You Think You Can Dance?
She singled out the video of Ivan Koumaev
as one that she watches “over and over” so
she can learn the dance moves.

JOHN OWENS '07/The Cowl

The YouTube Web site is a growing craze on college campuses, comparable to
Facebook in its time-wasting powers.
Even the U.S. government has hooked
into the phenomenon. According to The
New York Times, the government has
decided to distribute anti-drug public serv
ice announcements on YouTube. The
option is particularly appealing because it

does not cost money to upload videos.
Despite the hopes of government offi
cials, however, some students do not
believe that the new initiative will be
effective.
“I don’t think people will click on [the

anti-drug commercials] if they don’t want
to see them,” said Andy Incitti ’07.
“I would rather watch hilarious Chinese
men doing Backstreet Boys impressions
than an anti-drug commercial,” said Dave
Francis ’07.
The increased use of YouTube for not
only entertainment but also educational
reasons is just one more indication of the
reliance of the young adult demographic
on the Internet. For some, it signals a dis
turbing trend in the culture of the young
generation.
“Everything I’ve ever heard about
[YouTube] is that it’s people doing stupid
stuff, so [the site] kind of promotes that,”
said Lucy Yost ’09, who has never visited
the site.
“It’s quick, cheap entertainment that’s
not very productive,” said Pfunder. “There
are a lot better things we could be doing
with our time—like human interaction.”
Isaac Wash ’07 takes a different point of
view. “The people making the videos are
being productive . . . sometimes,” he said.
“Sites like YouTube encourage social
interaction. Even if it’s Internet interac
tion, it’s still interaction. Most of the
Internet is just a time-waster anyway.
“I don’t think it’s good to get addicted,
but going on once in awhile is OK,” he
said.
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Theft: Keep cards close
continued from front page
Americans were victims of identity theft in
2005. Many college students are especial
ly at risk due to high amounts of Internet
purchases and living in close quarters. In
addition, 30 percent of students throw out
credit card applications without destroying
them. Nearly 30 percent of students admit
to rarely, if ever, inspecting their credit
card or checking account balances.
Corvese warned others to be mindful of
their accounts to keep incidents like this
from happening.
“I would advise everyone to keep their
checkbook up-to-date, and compare it with
the monthly statement provided by the
bank. Also, periodically check your
account balance at the ATM to make sure
the right amount of money is in your
account,” she said.
Brendan Maloy ’07 was also a victim of
identity theft.
“I was just going over my credit card
bill one day over Christmas break and I
saw a bunch of charges to the same place
in California,” Maloy said. “I don’t know
how long it had been going on before then,
but I assume they got my credit card num
ber from Internet purchases I had made.”
Although Maloy was able to get his
money back, once again the thief was not
caught despite posting personal informa
tion on the Web site where he had made

fraudulent purchases.
Nancy Wolstencroft, customer service
representative for Sovereign Bank at PC,
advises students to contact the bank imme
diately in the case of a lost or stolen card.
“If you think money was taken from
your account you will fill out a dispute
form online to dispute any fraud on your
account. With 99 out of 100 cases, [the
victim] is adamant and will fill out these
forms and get their money back,” said
Wolstencroft.
Although Sovereign does what they can
to prevent thefts by requiring a PIN at
ATM s, a three-digit security code for most
online purchases and asking for identifica
tion, there is “no real way to keep it from
happening. It can happen to anyone. You
just have to be careful and keep an eye on
your accounts,” said Wolstencroft.
“It is important to be very careful with
your identifications numbers. Don’t give
out your PIN, banner number, or license
number,” she said. “I’ve been here for a
long time, and I have seen roommates rip
off roommates. You just have to be care
ful.”
Wolstencroft urges students to cancel
their cards right away if lost or stolen.
Although students will not receive a new
card for a week, money can be withdrawn
from the Sovereign Bank office in Slavin
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. every Monday through Friday.

Frank W. Abagnale, reformed thief, current president of a financial fraud consultancy
company, and the author of The Art of Steal, provides more tips for keeping safe from
identity theft:

*Guard your Social Security Number.

*Carry extra credit cards only when
needed.

*Monitor your credit report.
*Do not mail bill payments from home.

*Shred bank statements and credit state
ments before throwing away.
*Remove your name from the lists of
credit reporting bureaus.

♦Examine the charges on your credit
card statements before paying them.

♦Cancel unused credit card accounts.

HAGGARD GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Angie Horn-Andreu, M.Div., ’07
Director, High School and College Ministries,
Forest Home, Forest Falls, California

LESSON LEARNED: No question threatens God.
MY STORY: Imagine this - a 16-year-old comes up to you
and asks how God, who is supposed to be loving, allowed
his friend to die in a car accident. How do you begin to
answer this? I’ll tell you how I do it.
To learn more about Angie’s inspiring story and explore
the theology programs offered:
CLICK
:ALL

EMAIL

www.apu.edu/stories/aand reu
(800) TALK-APU

graduatecenter@apu.edu
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Class of 2010 remains involved
The Class of 2010 has been a part of the
Providence College community for almost
three weeks now, and many students are
curious to see what the freshmen have to
offer.
According to the Office of Admission,
PC welcomes 21 high school valedictori
ans, 16 salutatorians, 41 class or Student
Council presidents, and 559 National
Honor Society members into this class of
1,020 students. Not only did these stu
dents shine academically, but many of
them also were involved in extracurricular
activities. Eighty percent participated in
community service, and 53 percent partic
ipated in art, music, or theater. Of the 678
students who participated in athletics, 284
were team captains.
Nina McCorry ’ 10 said she is impressed
by the wide array of opportunities avail
able at PC, especially through Campus
Ministry. She said she had to seek out
opportunities in her public high school, but
they are all around her at PC. She and her
roommate Jen Draeger ’10, are in the
process of choosing volunteer sites for
their public service classes.
“I was so involved [in high school]. I
was on every board, every committee,”
said Talia Pinzari ’10, on her way back
from the Congress information meeting on
Monday. “Since I’ve been here, I’ve been
slammed with class work. It’s hard to fit
everything in.”

set the tone for the convocation in her prin
cipal address.
“What is our role as faculty, particular
ly at a Catholic college?” Woo asked facul
ty members at the beginning of her speech.
She went on to answer the question by
highlighting two aspects of a good educa
tion: Context and community.
Woo asserted that understanding the
context in which students are growing up
is essential to being a successful educator.
“Insecurity is very much a part of their
lives,” she said, citing unemployment,
divorce, scarce family time, and the “peck
ing order” mentality of some competitive
sports as contributing to this insecurity.
“It is an unhealthy way for young peo
ple to come into a sense of self,” she said.
Woo included several questions for
reflection in the second part of her speech,
in which she asked faculty what kind of
community they were providing for their
students.
“Can students claim their faith—more
importantly, claim their place as an adult in
the faith community?” she asked. She
emphasized that young people are watch
ing faculty as much as they are listening
and are quick to spot a hypocrite. She
asserted die importance of allowing stu
dents to have hope. By setting an example,
faculty members can “allow young people
to believe in a better version of self and of
the world.”
—Jennifer Jarvis ’07

—Kerry Bergin ’09

College president appears on NBC
Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P., president
of Providence College, made a brief
appearance on NBC Nightly News
Wednesday, Sept. 20, to discuss PC’s
decision to adopt a test-optional policy
with regard to the SATs. According to
Patricia Vieira, associate vice president of
College Relations and Planning, on
Monday, Sept. 25, Father Shanley is
scheduled to appear on the Today Show
between 8:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. Vieira
said the date of the appearance is subject
to change based on breaking news.
—Jennifer Jarvis ’07

Convocation honors, challenges faculty
Providence College’s academic convo
cation was held on Slavin Lawn
Wednesday. At the event, department and
program chairs introduced 24 new faculty
members. Seven faculty members were
also given their certificates of tenure, and
seven more received formal conferring of
associate professorship.
Dr. Carolyn Yauyan Woo, dean of the
Mendoza College of Business at the
University of Notre Dame and chair of
entrepreneurial studies at the University,

BOP September movie schedule
for channel 47
The Benchwarmers:

Back to School

Dates: 9/23, 9/28
Times: 10am, 4pm, 10pm

Dates: 9/25, 9/30
Times: 1pm, 7pm, 1am

Silent Hill:

Scary Movie 4

Dates: 9/23, 9/28
Times: 1pm, 7pm, 1am

Dates: 9/21,9/26
Times: 1pm, 7pm, 1am

Lucky Number Slevin

Breakfast Club

Dates: 9/24, 9/29
Times: 1pm, 7pm, 1am

Dates: 9/21, 9/26
Times: 10am, 4pm, 10pm

Dumb and Dumber

V for Vendetta

Dates: 9/24, 9/29
Times: 10am, 4pm, 10pm

Dates: 9/22, 9/27
Times: 1pm, 7pm, 1am

Failure to Launch

Stand By Me

Dates: 9/25, 9/30
Times: 10am, 4pm, 10pm

Dates: 9/22, 9/27
Times: 10am, 4pm, 10pm

iSEE! EMBER il, XUVO
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Early Action stays despite move by Harvard Congress:
Members
unanimously
vote out VPSS
Alison Espach ’07
News Staff

Despite Harvard University’s recent
decision to remove their Early Action
applicant program for the next academic
year, Providence College will not be fol
lowing suit.
Harvard eliminated
ACADEMIC S
Early Action based on
the grounds that it puts
low-income households and minority
applicants at a disadvantage. It is the first
prestigious college to do away with the
process—one applicants use to boost their
chances of admittance since most accept
ance rates are considerably higher through
Early Action programs.
Harvard had hoped its move would
inspire other schools to give up the pro
gram as well.
“The one thing that always seemed
commonly agreed was that no college
could give up its early application program
if the others didn’t too,” said Christopher
Avery, a Harvard professor in a Sept. 12
New York Times article. “This seems to be
a move to do just that.”
Most schools have an Early Decision
program, which requires the applicant to
attend the university if accepted in
December—as opposed to an Early Action
program, which tells the student of their
acceptance in December but is not a bind
ing agreement. Harvard’s Early Action
program, like Providence’s, allows stu
dents to make their decision in May in
order to have time to compare offers and
financial packages from other schools.
The New York Times also reported that
Derek Bok, interim president of Harvard,
said students who were more affluent and
sophisticated were most apt to apply for
early admission. Bok said that was a dis
advantage to applicants, since more than
one-third of Harvard’s students were
accepted through early admission.
Christopher Lydon, associate vice pres
ident for admission and enrollment plan

continued from front page
“Father Murphy has stressed that he
wants to give Student Congress more inde
pendence because it is supposed to be a
student-run organization,” said Fokaidis.
“Despite this, Student Congress will still
seek his advice and approval on many
issues.”

Although some schools have omitted early acceptance, such as Harvard
University, the Office of Admission at PC stands by its policy.

ning, said, however, that Providence
College will still be using Early Action for
2007 enrollment.
“At the moment we don’t see our non
binding unrestricted program as being an
impediment to students because we are not
putting any requirements on it,” said
Lydon.
He noted that they would not make a
policy change simply to match Harvard’s.
“It certainly isn’t going to be a kneejerk
reaction,” he said.
Providence College students tended to
agree with the College’s position.
“There are always going to be people
who are at an advantage when it comes to
college admissions, and whether they
apply Early Action or regular admission
doesn’t really make a difference,” said
Greg Kerr ’07. “The school might as well
keep the policy the same instead of making
more work for admissions staff.”
Students said that applicants motivated
enough to apply for Early Action should be
entitled to their rewards.
“If students are motivated enough to

apply early, then they should benefit from
it, as long as it isn’t discriminatory,” said
Kierin O’Donnell ’07.
Harvard said it also eliminated the pro
gram to decrease the frenzy that arises
around the college application process,
though some students argued that Early
Action actually decreases stress.
“I applied Early Action to PC and got
in,” said Michelle Dewar ’08. “I feel that
it is less stressful to find out what schools
accepted or denied you so that the end of
your high school senior year is not overly
stressful.”
“I think Early Action is alright, since
people who apply Early Action and get in
would have most likely applied regular
admission and gotten in anyway,” said
Kerr.
However, Lydon noted that the current
Early Action program is always subject for
removal under yearly evaluations.
“We will, like we do every year, evalu
ate what we’re doing and decide if it’s in
the best interest of Providence College,”
said Lydon.

In my opinion, I think it will be
great to see the promise of our
particular Student Congress as
we start the year, tabula rasa.
Kevin Johnson ’08

Baker said Congress is intended to be a
learning tool and that change to the consti
tution will benefit everyone involved.
With the administration’s support, students
have more freedom to run the organization
the way they want to.
“In my opinion, 1 think it will be great
to see the promise of our particular Student
Congress as we start the year, tabula rasa,”
said Johnson. “We have great ideas com
ing up for the class and it seems like a lit
tle bit more leeway to operate within. As
for now, time will tell, but the future sure
looks promising.”
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Last week The Cowl asked its
readers to choose what change
they would most like to see
occur on the PC campus.
Here’s the consensus:
■ Wireless campus - 37%
■ Better food/more variety at Ray 15%
□ Free delivery from Slavin - 7%

□ Revokement of parietals - 29%
■ More parking spots - 5%

■ Longer library hours - 7%

THIS WEEK:
What do you think should be different about the College’s
curriculum?
1. ) There should be a foreign language requirement
2. ) There should only be one science requirement
3. ) There should be no math requirement
4. ) There should be no Development of Western Civilization program
5. ) There should only be one philosophy and one theology requirement

Vote on www.thecowl.com and find out the
answer in next week’s issue of The Cowl

World
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Campus shootings shock students

Ask PC

By Nicole Chismar ’07
World Staff

At a time when school shootings
seemed to have vanished in the haze of our
memory, several resurfaced last week—
some even rehashing the startling images
of Columbine.
Last Wednesday, 25-year-old Kimveer
Gill opened fire in the cafeteria of Dawson
College in Montreal. Using a semi-auto
matic rifle and two other firearms, Gill
killed one student and seriously wounded
19 others.
An unrelated shooting outside of a res
idence hall at Duquesne University last
Saturday night also left five athletes
injured after a group of students tried to
calm down their alleged assailant.
Of the students reported injured, one
still remains in critical condition. All five
victims were members of the university’s
well-regarded Division I basketball team.
In Green Bay, Wise., two teenagers fas
cinated with the mass killings at
Columbine High School in 1999 were
recently suspected of plotting a massacre
at their school. The students were said to
have homemade bombs and weapons at
their homes.
In the wake of these unsettling events,
many students on campuses across the
country have been left to wonder how safe
they are as they go about the daily tasks of
student life.
The Office of Safety and Security at
Providence College would be the first to
respond to a threat like this on campus.
Maj. John J. Leyden, director of
Providence College’s Office of Safety and
Security, outlined a specific protocol the
security office would follow.
“The first thing we would do is contact
the Providence Police to have them
respond with their tactical team. We would
also deploy all of our officers to the scene,
and close off the area to protect faculty,
staff, and students,” Leyden said.
Recent violence has also drawn atten
tion to what has been happening on and off
the PC campus recently.
According to reports released by the
Office of Safety and Security, at least two
students were victimized last week alone:

Do you feel safe on campus?

“1 generally feel safe on campus, but
when you hear about incidents like
shootings, it makes everyone feel
unsafe.”
Amy Iglesias ’10
CNEWS

Students in Montreal had to flee the campus of Dawson College after a man opened
fire on the cafetria at the school, killing one woman and wounding others last week.
In the United States, five members of the Duquesne University basketball team were
also shot when leaving a campus event.
one was threatened at gunpoint on campus, Leyden acknowledges that it is not a sub
and the other was sexually assaulted on stitute for the skills and resources of the
Douglas Avenue.
Providence Police Department.
While the Office of Safety and Security
As a result, many students living off cam
aims to keep students safe on campus, pus (outside of campus security’s reach),
are often left feeling unsafe.
Many upperclassmen have noted what
seems to be an increase in crime alerts this
year. “On campus I feel safe,” said
1. Do not wear headphones or talk on
Shannon Hughes ’07. “I don’t think that
the phone when walking outside
there has been more danger; I just think
alone at night.
that it is a combination of more people
notifying the Office of Safety and Security,
2.
Have your keys ready before
and PC communicating better with its stu
walking out to your car.
dents. Currently, I am more concerned
with the number of robberies that are
3. Do not leave notes on your door
occurring off-campus.”
that you are out.
To prevent such incidents from occur
ring at PC, the Office of Safety and
4_ Do not try to stop a fight or crime
Security has shared some common sense
in progress. Call police or security
advice along with crime notifications via
to report it.
e-mails.
Dan Brennan ’08 agreed, saying, “ventur
5 Trust your instincts. Many victims
ing off campus alone at night can be dan
claim they sensed something was
gerous. Traveling in groups is obviously a
wrong before it happened.
much safer option.”

SAFETY and the City

“I do feel safe, because I know security
is always available if I need help.”

Steph Kravitz ’10

“Yeah, I suppose so. 1 don't see a prob
lem walking around campus. I've never
had any bother from anyone.”
Richard Yeates ’09

Insensitive teens: Blame it on your amygdala
By Brett Corrigan ’09
World Staff

A controversial study arguing that
teenagers have a biological predisposition
to use a less effective part of the brain
when trying to understand and react to oth
ers has recently come to light.
The study, presented by Sarah-Jayne
Blakemore of die University College of
London, concluded that teenage brains
function differently than those of adults
when interpreting the feelings and emo
tions of others.
While the general social experience
adults have in comparison to teens is a fac
tor, studies have also shown that the
teenager uses a completely different region
of the brain than the typical adult. Teens
are more likely to use the back area of the
brain, particularly the amygdala, when
relating to others. Adults, in contrast, typi
cally use the medial prefrontal cortex.
A similar study by researches at McLean
Hospital in Massachusetts uses MRI tech
nology to study brain activity in 18 youths
aged 10 to 18 years old and 16 adults.
According to an article by Frontline pro
ducer Sarah Spinks, “the teens mostly used
the amygdala, a small almond shaped
region that guides instinctual or ‘gut’ reac
tions, while the adults relied on the frontal
cortex, which governs reason and planning
as well as empathy and guilt.”
Many scientists believe this study may

help confirm that there is a scientific
explanation behind the stereotypes of
teens as being moody, emotional and
rebellious.
Despite this finding, however, media
headlines on the studies tend to highlight
the more negative standpoint, claiming
feelings matter less to teenagers.

It's tempting to interpret the new
findings as empowering teens to
protect and nurture their brain as a
work in progress.
National Institute of Mental Health
These titles seemingly place the blame
on the teens themselves rather than their
biological configuration. Many young
people are skeptical of the findings.
According to several scientific groups,
however, the findings seem to be sound.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, com
monly known as MRI, is used to scan the
teen brain once every two years during
adolescence, the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) reported.
One commonly accepted theory is that
of nature vs. nurture, and these findings
along with previous reserach shed light on
the role of brain development in personal
ity.
The NIMH’s Web site states that “Animal

studies support a role for experience in late
development, but no animal species under
goes anything comparable to humans' pro
tracted childhood and adolescence. Nor is
it yet clear whether experience actually
creates new neurons and synapses, or
merely establishes transitory functional
changes.”
Many young adults are apt to agree with
that analysis. “Whether or not teenagers
do use the wrong side of their brain, I
don’t think it’s the kind of biological issue
that they can just train us to correct,” said
Hilary Bancroft ‘09
“Teens have a lot of changes going on
and it’s probably important for whatever
reason that we think the way we do during
that period,” she said.
While the findings are not exactly conlusive in their exploration of the teen
mind, “nonetheless, it's tempting to inter
pret the new findings as empowering teens
to protect and nurture their brain as a work
in progress,” says the NIMH.
Some adults are left to wonder if teens
are burdened by expectations of being
mature and understanding individuals,
while their brains are still developing the
ability to act in such a way. Teens are left
to wonder if they deserve to be negatively
labeled as self-centered and ignorant to the
feelings of others, or if its simple science.
Sources: University College of London,
Political Gateway 2006, PBS Frontline,
NIH Publication No. 01-4929

“I feel safe; it's more off campus that I
feel cautious.”
Christina DeMarco ’08

“Yes, I feel safe because PC always
keeps us up-to-date on security issues.”

Kathryn Dykas ’08

“With security guards like Dunbar, who
wouldn't feel safe?”
Erica Cauterucci ’07

Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07
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ENOUGH

Compiled by Sarah Vernon ’07

Local
Alleged police misconduct at Brown
Brown University graduate student,
Chipalo Street, 22, alleged that he was
assaulted by Providence police officers
when he was arrested on campus Sunday.
Street was arraigned in Providence District
Court for two misdemeanor charges of
resisting arrest and simple assault on
Monday.
The incident arose after Street refused
to show his student ID to two campus
police offers who had responded to a call
of two unknown men attempting to enter a
residence hall on Brown's main green. The
university officers then radioed for help
from Providence Police officers.
The officers were said to have been
unneccessarily forceful during Street’s
arrest. Both Brown's University depart
ment of Public Safety and the Providence
Police Department are under investigation.

National
Contaminated spinach leaves 100 ill
An E. coli outbreak resulting from con

pop

taminated spinach left more than 100 peo
ple ill and resulted in one death as of
Monday. FDA officials began investigat
ing farms in California in search of the
source of the bacteria. It is advised by the
FDA that consumers abstain from eating
raw, uncooked spinach.
According to the director of food safe
ty at the FDA the process of tracing a spe
cific case of illness back to its source can
take up to two weeks due in part to DNA
testing. The process is made more difficult
by the fact that one distributor could obtain
spinach from several different farms.

International

own opinion.
The speech, made at the Regensburg
University in Germany, focused in part on
the Muslim concept of Jihad or "holy war,"
which Pope Benedict said was contrary to
God's will. In response to the Pope's
remarks, the Iranian leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei accused the Catholic church of
conspiring to set off a crusade and urged
more protests.
The former Archbishop of Canterbury,
Lord Carey of Clifton, is well known for
encouraging Christian-Muslim relations
and has expressed support of the Pope’s
comments, calling them “extraordinarily
effective and lucid.”

Muslims offended by Pope’s remarks
After Pope Benedict apologized last
Sunday for remarks he made about Islam
during a scholarly address, many Muslims
expressed continued disappointment and
anger that his apology did not go far
enough. In a papal expression of regret,
Sunday, the Pope said that the quotations
he used from a medieval text that offended
many Muslims were not a reflection of his

Technology
Competition for iTunes on the horizon
Several competitors of Apple plan to
release digital music devices that corre
spond with their online music services,
mimicking the success of Apple's iPod and
iTunes program. Microsoft will issue its
new digital music product this holiday sea
son to correspond with its own online

To catch a thief, keep his cell
Who needs witnesses when people who
commit crimes incriminate themselves?
In Milan, Italy, a thief did just that.
Foolishly, he called his cell phone, which
he lost when robbing a 77-year-old
woman.
What he did not know was the woman he
robbed had given the cell phone to police
after the man left it behind. When the man
called to locate his phone, it was the police
that set up a meeting with him.
He was arrested as soon as he went to
pick up the phone.
Now, wouldn’t it be great if those who
have recently robbed PC students did the
same!

—Kim Krupa ’07
music store. Samsung electronics is cur
rently working on a similar plan as well.
Sources: The Providence Journal, The
New York Times, Reuters

Getting away with it, celeb style

Culture

News

By Amanda Silk ’08
World Staff

It is no surprise that celebrities are treat
ed differently than the average citizen.
Americans are fascinated by celebrities, as
evidenced by the high demand for constant
celebrity news and gossip.
Celebrities get special treatment all the
time, and many Americans feel that they
deserve it. But are celebrities so central to
American society that they are to be con
sidered above the law?
Paris Hilton, a celebrity who is, ironical
ly enough, famous for being famous, was
pulled over for driving erratically on Sept.
7 in Los Angeles, Calif. She was found to
be under the influence after taking a sobri
ety test and a brethalyzer, with MSNBC
reporting that Hilton’s blood alcohol level
was a .08 percent, above the legal limit in
California.
While California’s penalties for a first
drunk driving offense include a fine, pro
bation, license suspension, and an alcoholrehabilitation program, Hilton was
released from custody.

HURRI
CANE
KATRINA
By Sarah Vaz ’07
World Editor

Editor’s Note: This is the second in a twopart series about New Orleans resident,
Len Alsfeld '74. Part Two details his expe
rience as a businessman in the year since
Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast.
When Katrina hit New Orleans, we
watched in horror from the relative com
fort of our living rooms. We were shocked
by the loss of life, the destruction of a cul
tural landmark, and the chaos that ensued
both in the streets and in the boardroom. In
the months that followed, we donated our
money to rebuild, and we sent our prayers
that the once vibrant community might
have the chance to rebuild.
But with the lives of many taken, and
the lives of so many others changed forev
er, few of us took pause to address the eco
nomic impact that the storm would have—
unlike any storm before it. Soon thereafter,
it was this impact that affected the average
American the most, as we learned the hard
way just how integral New Orleans was to
our economy.
Considering it is one of the most impor
tant urban centers, energy producers, and
transportation arteries, we all felt the
crunch. According to the Insurance
Information Institute, insured losses alone

The celebrity has been quoted as saying
she only drinks water at bars, noting that
the taste of alcohol, “grosses me out.”
Publicist Eliot Mintz told the Associated
Press, however, that the actress/singer and
heiress was “known to drink a few.” For
her part, Hilton was spotted out drinking at
a nightclub the very next day, and told
radio host Ryan Seacrest that the incident
“was nothing.”

speeding, driving under the influence, and
driving with an open container in July.
If found guilty, the average citizen
would have faced up to six months in jail,
fines, and a suspension of his license.
According to the Associated Press,
Gibson pleaded no contest to the DUI and
was sentenced to just three years proba
tion, and the other two charges were
dropped.

It was nothing ... I was just
really hungry and I wanted to
have an In-N-Out burger.
Paris Hilton

The city attorney’s office is reviewing
the case to determine whether or not to file
charges against Hilton.
After all, Hilton said she had a reason
for driving erraticly other than her intoxi
cation. The reason though, might not work
for the average motorist. “I was just really
hungry and I wanted to have an In-N-Out
burger,” said Hilton.
Mel Gibson, one of the most famous
actors in Hollywood, was arrested for

Most of the attention surrounding the
incident focused on Gibson’s inebriated
statements, with some in Hollywood
threatening to boycott his work because of
it. Little attention was focused on Gibson’s
trip to rehab or apology for driving drunk.
Russell Crowe, the well-known
Australian heartthrob, may be a family
man, but the Gladiator star was arrested in
New York for assaulting a hotel employee
with a telephone last year.

According
to
Web
site,
thesmokinggun.com, Crowe was charged
with assault in the second degree and crim
inal possession of a weapon in the fourth
degree. If found guilty, Crowe would have
spent up to seven years in jail. Instead,
EOnline.com reported that Crowe settled
out of court with the hotel employee for a
low six-figure number.
One of the most nortorious celebrity
offenders is another female: Supermodel
Naomi Campbell. More than once,
Campbell has been charged with violently
assaulting assistants who have displeased
her. In March, Campbell was charged with
second degree assault for hitting her
housekeeper on the head with a cell phone.
According to the BBC, Campbell was not
required to post bail or surrender her pass
port, and she is still awaiting trial. This is
the third time that Campbell has been
arrested for physically abusing an employ
ee, and she has yet to face any serious
reprecussions.
There seems to be a trend of celebrities
getting slaps on the wrists for crimes that
carry a stiff sentence for the common citi
zen, no matter how unapolagetic those
celebrities may seem.

Sources: The
Smoking
Associated Press

Gun,
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Keeping business afloat after Katrina
amounted to more than 40 billion dollars.
And yet, through the tireless work of so
many, New Orleans and its port are getting
back on their feet. The national economy
has begun to absorb the impact, thanks in
part to the money flowing into the rebuild
ing effort. Providence College alum Len
Alsfeld ’74 is just one of those whose
efforts have made the difference, and as a
prominent member of the city s financial
community, he was affected both personal
ly and professionally by the disaster.
Alsfeld is the founder, president and
CEO of FBT Investments, Inc., a New
Orleans-based brokerage firm. When the
storm hit, Alsfeld and his family evacuated
to Baton Rouge, La., and within a few days
had subleased space, rented furniture, and
managed to get wireless enabled laptops.
While his client base is distributed in more
than twenty states, more than half of his
clients were Louisana based, and he esti
mates that about 40 percent of them were
affected by Katrina.
The challenges he faced (and con
quered) were many. "New Orleans would
have no electricity for the next three
months," he said, "and everything you got
in the mail, from business matters to bills,
junk mail to correspondence from credi
tors, could not be delivered; it was lost."
Alsfeld s employees were scattered
across the southern part of the country, and
getting them back at the office was no
small feat, with places to live scarce, and
families often sharing small condos. Baton

www.providence.edu

Len Alsfeld ’74 is president and CEO of
FBT investments in New Orleans.
Rouge, inundated with evacuees, lacked
the resources to support the sudden popu
lation increase, and "the infrastructure to
support employees was missing, as well as
to support clients," Alsfeld added, noting
that die highly regulated aspects of WallStreet were another burdensome concern.
And yet with a lot of experience, a little
tenacity, and a few connections, Alsfeld
pulled it off. He was put in touch with his
clients, providing them with access to thenaccounts, which had been jeopardized by
the floods. Alsfeld said transfering funds

was diffiucult, as "the banking system's
computers were literally washed under
water."
Before the storm, we gave little atten
tion to the fact that the city was a major
center of oil industry activity in the coun
try. From production and refining to
importing, almost a third of the nation's oil
supply passes through the port. Alsfeld
stresses that by urging our representatives
in Congress to support profit-sharing legis
lation, we can all have an impact in
rebuilding the city and its economy.
Louisiana currently receives less than two
percent of federal royalties, and the state's
congressional delegation has brought two
bills for consideration that would raise that
percentage to at least 30 percent.
And as for his secret to success in the
face of adversity, Alsfeld has some simple
advice for Providence College students.
"Surround yourself with good people, and
follow a common sense model, and you'll
have it," he said.
A tireless promoter of Providence
College, Alsfeld is confident that students'
experience here is enough to sustain them
in this ever changing world. "Get out there
with the same energy that got you into
Providence," he said. In a city where hun
dreds of thousands remain displaced and
unable to return, maybe this youth and
energy are part of what the gulf coast will
need to resurrect itself.

Sources: www.gov.state.la.us
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Giving new mean
ing to ‘taking out
the trash’
by Andrew

Sparks ’09

Commentary Staff

Americans are known for doing every
thing bigger, and therefore in our opinion,
better than everybody else. It comes as no
surprise that we accumulate vast quantities
of trash, and have to come
SCIENCE up with even more ways to
dispose of it. For exam
ple, St. Lucie County in
Florida has drawn up plans for a $425 mil
lion facility which will utilize plasma—
yes, plasma—to incinerate trash at temper
atures hotter than the sun.
In a spectacular display of human inge
nuity, man has developed an incineration
process which will bum just about any
thing with purportedly miniscule impact
on the environment. Byproducts of this
plant will include slag (a.k.a. cinder, for us
laypeople), which will be sold and used in
construction projects, including roads.
The slag will be made from about 600 tons
of sludge from the local wastewater treat
ment plant, possibly creating 100-percent
organic highways, to keep the environ
mentalists happy.
What’s more, your morning orange
juice will be processed with the help of
80,000 pounds of steam from the incinera
tion plant, which will then be sold to a
nearby Tropicana Products facility.
However, the most lucrative aspect of this
facility is the gas which will be synthe
sized from the incinerated waste. In exist
ing landfills, the methane created from the
garbage is burned to create electricity, but
the plant will create even cleaner burning
gas, and will also create enough electricity
to sustain the incinerators while supplying
the surplus to the public.
Although it sounds too good to be true,
this technology currently is being utilized
on a much smaller scale in Japan, with
both facilities in that country sustaining
very low emissions, even despite stringent
standards. In fact, this type of pollution
results from burning the gas to create elec
tricity, whereas the incinerators them
selves do not actually form emissions.
If this promising technology follows
through with even half of its proposed
results, the plasma facility will be a testa
ment to modem man, albeit a foreboding
one. To create electricity, steam, and con
struction material, the vast quantities of
garbage involved must be taken into con
sideration. One of the most staggering sta
tistics is that Americans tossed out 236
million tons of garbage in 2003, averaging
4.5 pounds per person each day. The St.
Lucie landfill alone has collected 4.3 mil
lion tons of garbage throughout the past 28
years. The plans for the new plant will
vaporize about 3,000 tons of garbage each
day, which will clean out the landfill only
after 18 years of ’round the clock inciner
ation. But what exactly does the landfill
store? Some reasonable guesses may be
plastic products (which are made from
fossil fuels), wadded up and un-recycled
paper of all sorts, and perhaps clothing and
furniture which could have been donated
and put to continued use, but were not.
If someone wanted to easily see how
wasteful the first world is, all they’d have
to do is see what we throw out. There are
so many things that we take for granted
and just throw away. Sure, it’s great that
we’re finding a good and promising use
for our overflowing landfills, but an even
better solution would be to take a proac
tive stance and consume less, buy less,
make smarter purchases, and provide even
a cursory consideration on what impact
our daily habits have on the world around
us. Once we figure that out, we can solve
the real issue at hand.
Sources: AP, MSNBC.com
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Casting the vote on R.I. casino bid
by

Betsy Rouleau ’08

Commentary Staff

The ads are everywhere: Rhode Island
residents and Providence College students
can see the billboards wherever they turn.
Narragansett Indian Tribe members plead
on T.V. for support from
POLITICS citizens, while casino
activists promise that the
new casino will bring jobs
and tax relief to the state. On Nov. 7,
Rhode Islanders will have the opportunity
to voice their opinion concerning
“Question 1”—the casino referendum.
The question asks citizens if the Rhode
Island constitution should be altered to
allow Harrah’s Entertainment, a company
based in Las Vegas, to build a casino in
West Warwick. Harrah’s Entertainment is
partnering with the Narragansett Indian
Tribe, but the tribe would receive five per
cent of the casino’s revenue—an initial
payment of $300,000—and yearly contri
butions of about $75,000. Tribe
spokesperson John Armato did not pro
vide a statement when contacted last
week.
Harrah’s Entertainment spent $5.2 mil
lion during June, July, and August on
advertising in hopes of encouraging
Rhode Island residents to vote yes in
November. Advocates of the casino prom
ise great things: A boost in the state’s
economy, increased tourism, the provision
of new and meaningful employment, and
tax relief. However, a deeper examination
of the issues arouses many concerns.
The argument relating to the Rhode
Island economy and the benefits of a casi
no are straightforward: The increased rev
enue from a casino will benefit the state.
Some say that the casinos will utilize local
businesses for food and supplies.
Harrah’s has said that the state would
receive $144 million to be used for tax
relief. However, the promised $144 mil
lion is not a constitutional guarantee;
rather, it is an amount projected by
Harrah, and the state legislature would
decide where the profits would go.
Moreover, the addition of a third gaming
facility to Rhode Island would actually

have a detrimental effect on all involved
parties. Lincoln Park and Newport Grand
Jai-Lai currently pay the state a 60-percent
tax. Harrah’s Entertainment is offering
Rhode Island only 25 to 40 percent of their
revenue, and small-scale casinos or “gam
ing venues” such as Newport Grand and
Lincoln Park will not be able to compete
with a billion dollar initiative such as
Harrah’s. Because a destination casino
would overwhelm the smaller facilities,
the state would not receive the yearly $215
million it currently accepts from the exist
ing venues. The belief that Harrah’s busi
ness would utilize local suppliers for food,
furniture, linens, and equipment is
unfounded. There is no guarantee that
Harrah’s, an out-of-state corporation, will
necessarily invest in local businesses.

Source: www.lasvegas.net

Regarding the jobs that a casino would
produce in the area, advocates are correct.
The construction of a casino would bring
approximately 3,500 new construction
jobs to the area. The construction workers
would receive fair pay and benefits.
However, these jobs can only last as long
as the task itself. Once the structure is cre
ated, the casino would then mainly offer
“hospitality” jobs—low paying, menial
jobs without sound benefits.
A further concern of Question 1 is
whether or not the bid is constitutional.
The constitution would have to be
changed to allow an out-of-state company
to have a complete claim on the property.
One could argue that if the residents of
Rhode Island desire a casino, companies

should be allowed to bid on the property.
Governor Donald Carcieri is vehement
ly against Harrah’s proposed resort and
casino in West Warwick. His office
released a statement urging voters to say
“no” to Question 1, citing that it will
“undercut the revenues that we receive
from Lincoln Park and Newport Grand . . .
will destroy local businesses and jobs . . .
increase the potential for public corruption
and hurt Rhode Island families.”
The ramifications of a casino coming to
Rhode Island have not yet been realized.
There is no model to which the state can
look; Connecticut’s Mohegan Sun and
Foxwoods are the nearest casinos, but they
are far from towns and businesses. They
don’t directly compete with established
restaurants, shops, and hotels. Proponents
of the Harrah’s and Narragansett Indian
partnership ignore the possibilities for dis
aster that a casino in West Warwick could
create. There is no guarantee that a casino
will provide the tax relief and industry it
promises. It is true that West Warwick is in
need of stimulation; it is one of Rhode
Island’s poorer communities. Yet, a casino
does not offer communal or wholesome
entertainment, nor would it provide a mir
acle fix. West Warwick is not the only
location in the state that will be affected;
surrounding cities stand to lose their busi
ness. Various companies, including The
Westin in Providence and Cranston’s Twin
Oaks Restaurant, have joined the Save Our
State Campaign, supporting the anti-casino
effort.
In addition to the various issues that the
casino debate has raised in Rhode Island,
casinos increase debts, vices, and crime in
the cities in which they are built. Casinos
lead to gambling addictions, addictions
which ruin lives and families. It should be
noted that in Atlantic City, Reno, and Las
Vegas, the suicide rate is four times higher
than in areas where gambling is illegal.
Changing the Rhode Island state constitu
tion for the sake of a casino is frivolous,
irresponsible, and a poor economic deci
sion. Residents should vote no in the
upcoming election, and keep an unneces
sary third casino out of our backyards.
Sources: The Providence Journal

What’s that doing on my shopping bag?
by

Colleen Flynn ’07

Commentary Staff

On the ride home from a stellar
Commentary staff “fashion” shoot, my
colleague Kelly Jones ’07 noticed the yel
low Forever 21 shopping bag lying in my
front seat. Trying to play it
RELIGION
1 ^id not
mately shop at such a loca
tion, I muttered something
about finding a cheap dress for a wedding.
Luckily, Jones does not judge (outwardly)
and instead revealed the real reason why
the bag was such a point of interest.
Printed on the bottom of the bag in small
letters is “John 3:16,” the famous biblical
passage that reads “For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting life.”
I had never noticed the reference before,
and was rather surprised to discover it. To
make Editor-in-Chief Mallary Tenore ’07
proud and to feed Jones’ need for answers,
I investigated Forever 21’s origins. While
every girl in the city of Providence could
walk to the windowed store in Providence
Place with her eyes closed (whether they
like to admit it or not), the store’s popular
ity is based on the West Coast, having

originated in the great state of California.
Korean immigrant Don Chang and his
wife Jin created the chain with a small
store in Los Angeles in 1981, and the mix
of trendy fashion on a thrifty budget
caught fire in the country. Today, Forever
21 has more than 360 locations across the
United States and across the globe, as well
as branches catering to men’s fashion and
accessories.

I just do not really see where
cheap halter tops and The Good
Book have a common ground.

According to sources such as USA
Today and The New York Sun, Don Chang
is a deeply religious individual. The John
3:16 print has no meaning outside of sim
ply being an expression of Chang’s faith.
Much debate has been raised about the ref
erence. Some call it a discreet yet positive
profession of Christian beliefs, while oth
ers label it Christian propaganda and an
attack on free religious practice.
Some have questioned the legitimacy
of Chang’s faith after Forever 21 was crit

icized in a series of worker strikes and
protests. Workers and their advocates
accused the company, whose production is
based in China, of sweatshop practices and
poor wages for its employees. Chang
attempted to make good by giving all of
the workers back wages and also compro
mising with People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals (PETA) to stop the
sale of fur in its clothing lines.
Forever 21 is not the first to include
religious phrases in its packaging. The
fast-food chain In-N-Out Burger has print
ed John 3:16 on cups and Revelation 3:20
on wrap packaging since 1987. Five years
later, Chang began printing the references
on his shopping bags. Alaska Airlines has
included prayer cards with in-flight meals,
and Starbucks ran a 2005 campaign that
included quotes from musicians, politi
cians, athletes, authors, and other notables,
including Rev. Rick Warren, author of The
Purpose-Driven Life, and a God-inspired
message. From the infamous scene of
Madonna actually reenacting a crucifixion
on her “Confessions” tour, to the American
populace’s fascination with Dan Brown’s
The DaVinci Code, to the popularity of
Mel Gibson’s Passion of the Christ, to the
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by

Eric Fulford ’08

Commentary Staff

Honking doesn’t save lives Yes, I’m that annoying and, even worse, very perky wait
ress who asks if you would color a chili pepper and make a small donation to save the
lives of children. For more than a month I have been working overtime in helping to
raise money for the Chili’s Grill & Bar Create-a-Pepper campaign. Who can say no to
a cause as worthy as the St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital? You would be surprised.
This past weekend I spent my Sunday morning and afternoon with several of my co
workers as we washed cars in Warwick to try and do some creative fundraising. We
stood on the side of a busy street, holding signs that literally said: “Car Wash for St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital,” while people were yelling, “Help raise money for kids
with cancer” as cars sped by. Don’t get me wrong, we raised close to $400 in a few
hours, but some passersby were very discouraging. My favorite part of the day was
when cars would slow down and then honk their horns. Honking doesn’t help the cause.
Laughing at us when we are next to a stopped car doesn’t help cure pediatric cancer. I’m
simply outraged by the lack of enthusiasm or support that I recently viewed, especially
when many of the cars were loaded with children. You can always donate to the St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital, but Chili’s makes it easy for you. The fundraising will
end shortly, though. Stop by Chili’s on Monday, September 25, when Chili’s will donate
100-percent of their profits to the cause. Color in a chili for kids. And remember, just
honking doesn’t help.— Laura Bedrossian ’07

No religious violence here For those of you worried by rumors that Islam might be a
violent religion, you can rest assured, for Muslims around the world have rejected that
possibility out of hand. You see, some people in the past have been under the impression
that Islam approves the use of violence. They may have gotten this idea from such iso
lated and unconnected events as Sept. 11; hostage beheadings, the execution of Middle
Eastern converts to Christianity; the near-fall of Vienna to the Turks on Sept. 11, 1683;
the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453; and the Arab conquest of North Africa,
the Middle East; and Persia in the seventh and eighth centuries. Yet, last week, when cer
tain comments in a speech by Pope Benedict XVI seemed to endorse this view of Islam,
some Muslims were so shocked by the implication that their religion is violent that they
promptly burned five Palestinian churches, killed an Italian nun, and issued a death
threat against the Pope. This is indeed a strong response to such accusations. So, go
ahead, relax. We’ve got nothing to fear from Islam.—Michael Rubin ’08

Do you know how to read?

Are you a good writer?
Our two cents

Allotments should really
be called ‘allot-a-crap’
by

Have an opinion?

Kyle Drennen ’07

Commentary Staff

Well, it’s that time of year again: The
time for club presidents and treasurers to
get together and create budgets for their
respective student organizations. Having
been a former club president, I know how
much work can go into the budgetary
process. Clubs often have a variety of
events they wish to sponsor on campus and
have to narrow down their ideas to just a
few. Once the budget is typed up, revised,
and typed again, it is time to present it to
Student Congress. You hand out copies,
explain your proposal in detail, lay out an
ambitious schedule of events for the
upcoming year, and answer questions.
However, when you attend the allocation

meeting, you discover that you have not
received even half of your proposed
amount and that once again, the Board of
Programmers has the bulk of the money. I
think most Providence College students
appreciate how much BOP does through
out the year to provide fun activities for the
student body, but does that mean they
should get and incredibly higher amount of
funding than most other clubs? If given
the chance, I think many of the smaller
clubs on campus could provide just as
valuable a service to the PC community as
the BOP.
In addition, by taking the funding of
these smaller diverse organizations more
seriously, I think Student Congress would
be encouraging more student involvement
on campus.
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Faith: The fashion of Christ
continued from page 9
new combination of fashion and faith.
Apparently, God is all the rage.
That being said, I wonder if the popu
larization of faith is getting a tad too com
mercialized. I think Madonna uses
Kabbalah and her issues with Catholicism
to get a rise out of people. I think Mel
Gibson should reevaluate what a Christian
really is after making anti-Semitic com
ments in a drunken ramble. But I think
Chang’s placement of John 3:16 is a gen
uine expression of himself—his passion
for God and his passion for his company.
While I was originally hoping to find some
crazy religious conspiracy behind the
cryptic printing, I now find it mildly
refreshing that Chang is just laying out his
faith for observant shoppers to see.

Personally, I am not a particularly reli
gious individual, so I am not about to sing
praises on rooftops for biblical passages
scrawled across my shopping bags. I am
all for freedom of religious expression,
and it is Chang’s company, so he can put
whatever he wants on his packaging, just
as others can sport tattoos of crucifixes or
affix atheist bumper stickers to their cars. I
just do not really see where cheap halter
tops and The Good Book have a common
ground, nor do I see a lot of girls thinking
pure thoughts when they purchase that
excessively short skirt from Forever 21.
But hey, I suppose Jesus had to wear
clothes too, right?
Sources: USA Today, New York Sun Times
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The Heart of the Matter
by

Pro:

by

Kelly Jones ’07

Commentary Staff

There’s nothing funny about this comic

The “9/11 Report: A Graphic
Adaptation” is not a comic book. There are
no grappling hooks, and Secretary of State
Donald Rumsfeld is not endowed with Xray vision. Though the book does include
thought bubbles and onomatopoeias, like
“BLAMM!,” the creators are hesitant to
even call it a “graphic novel.” According
to one of the illustrators Ernie Colon, it is
a “graphic history.”
Colon pitched the idea of adapting the
9/11 Commission Report into a more easi
ly accessible graphic history to his long
time friend and colleague Sid Jacobson
after he had struggled to get past page 50.
Colon found the reading “tough going . . .
I got confused with names, places, events,
what time planes took off.” Both Colon
and Jacobson are gurus in the comic book
and graphic novel scene—their combined
resume includes Spiderman, Casper the
Friendly Ghost, and adaptations of
Cervantes’ Don Quixote and Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstien, among others.
According to Colon, this makes them
“in the business of clarifying things,”
which is exactly what the graphic history
sets out to do. Colon and Jacobson based
their work entirely on the 9/11
Commission Report. “I followed chapter
by chapter what they had done,” Jacobson
told Slate magazine. “As I went along, I
decided what I thought was most pertinent
and tried to basically get the full ingredi
ents of what this was.”
Though many are initially thrown off by
the stigma of adolescence that comes with
a comic book or graphic novel, every
speech bubble in Colon and Jacobson’s
adaptation contains an actual quote as it
was written in the 9/11 Commission
Report. This is not a book that tries to add
drama and tension to an already loaded
storyline. According to Colon, “We were
dealing with something that is terribly
moving and terribly important to a great
many people, including ourselves.”
The most pressing issue facing the
appropriateness of the graphic novel is the
public’s reaction to the comic staple:
“BLAMM!,” which appears in the panels
depicting plane crashes. Colon and
Jacobson are quick to point out that such
sound effects are also found in film,
though the audience is less likely to dwell

on them. “Sound effects are also the lan
guage of my craft, and when I draw a
building falling, I have to be able to show
the sound that makes,” Colon says.
Anyone who watched the footage on CNN
during the collapse of the World Trade
Center can attest to the important quality
of sound in capturing the event.
Casey DePont, a senior at Drexel
University in Philadelphia, Pa., the book in

Con:

Laura Bedrossian ’07
Commentary Editor

If it smells like a cartoon, it is one

Do you hate reading? (Since you are
reading this, I would say “no”) If that’s the
case, then you’ll love this new way of
looking at historical events. America is
paving the way for a new line of journal
ism. The creators say their work is neither
a graphic novel, nor a comic strip. It’s a
graphic adaptation, or as they call it
“graphic journalism,” of the infamously
long and wordy “9/11 Commission Report:

You ask the question, and we supply the
battling writers.

Should the 9/11 Commission Report have
been made into a graphic novel?
If you would like to see a topic of your choice addressed, e-mail us at
CowlCommentary@yahoo.com .
her class on the history of the graphic
novel. DePont supports the adaptation as it
opens the report up to a much wider audi
ence. Coming in at 567 pages, the 9/11
Commission Report requires time, effort,
and a higher degree of literacy. The 131page graphic adaptation provides a shorter,
more visceral experience, which dePont
claims helps retention.
Because the pictures are combined with
quotes from the 9/11 Commission Report,
a wider audience will recieve the same
information found in the original report.
In doing their best to adhere to a com
plex but worthwhile collection of informa
tion, Colon and Jacobson have created an
admirable piece of work. “What we tried
to avoid was any hint of our own opinions,
or our political opinions,” Colon told
Slate. The “9/11 Report: A Graphic
Adaptation” is a well meant and useful tool
to aid in the public’s understanding of their
government’s take on the events of Sept.
11,2001.
Colon and Jacobson’s next project? A
graphic history of America’s war on terror,
taken largely from newspaper coverage.
More power to them if they can keep that
project as unbiased as their first bestseller.
Sources: Slate Podcast 9/11/2006, Los
Angeles Times

A Graphic Adaptation.”
The two men responsible for this new
work in the emerging runoff of journalism
are well known throughout the comic book
industry. Sid Jacobson was the former
Harvey Comics editor and the former
executive editor at Marvel Comics. His
colleague, Ernie Colon, has worked on
characters such as Casper the Friendly
Ghost, Richie Rich, Spiderman, and
Wonder Woman. With their combined
resumes, both are certainly qualified and
successful at appealing to large audiences.
As it stands, the 9/11 Commission
Report is well over 500 pages in length; a
steep amount of reading, especially for
those who aren’t in the “student” mode. A
graphic adaptation relaying exactly what is
reported within the original 9/11 report is
an amazing way to convey the exact same
message to a much wider audience. In
fact, I think it’s truly a wonderful idea.
Yet. despite how much I think the idea
is revolutionary, I still have a few con
cerns. I commend the artists for helping to
establish cartoons as being a media in its
own rite—as it is and should be. What I
saw of the book was truly an extremely
powerful and effective way of retelling
what occurred. However, call the graphic
adaptation what you will. From a person

who enjoys a good Batman comic every
once in a while, it looks like a comic. The
book still takes on the design of a comic
strip, even incorporating sound effects and
onomatopoeias like “BLAAM!!”
While I find it great that it will appeal
to those who would never take the time to
read the actual 9/11 Commission Report,
and though it provides a whole new way to
consider the report, I also find it to be a bit
disrespectful in the sense that it still looks
too much like a comic. If my dog were to
die, I wouldn’t be upset if someone were to
write down what had happened. However,
if I were to find the tale of my dog’s death
portrayed in graphic form, 1 would be
highly angered at the interpretation of
what my dog looks like. Seeing the event
in cartoon form makes the issue seem
much less realistic.
Similarly, you only get a gist of a story
when it is portrayed in graphic form, the
report is bound to be much more accurate
and detailed than the graphic novel.
The “9/11 Report: A Graphic
Adaptation” takes the original 567-page
report down to less than 150 pages of
comic-book style imagery. To me, it is
similar to the idea of Cliffs Notes, taking
the basic idea of a book and trimming it
down to only the exact fqcts that you need
to comprehend the full story.
“You can’t dumb something down that
you are actually quoting, and being
respectful to, and making available to a
wider audience. That’s not dumbing down
at all. There are no caped crusaders in this
book,” stated Ernie Colon in an interview
with NPR’s “Talk of the Nation.” I don’t
view the graphic novel as dumbing down
the issue, it’s handing the issue to the read
er on a silver platter. It’s creating a new
type of laziness within people. Now we
won’t have to bother reading our history
books; we can just pick up the nearest
graphic adaptation.
Accepting this form of journalism
scares me into thinking that perhaps we
have entered a new era. This may be
extreme, but reading may start to become
obsolete. Will newspapers be replaced
with “geographic adaptations” of current
news?
Sources: “Talk of the Nation,” NPR;
Canada Broadcasting Company

Republican party sweeps the state in primary
by

Sarah Highland ’08
Guest commentary

For many Rhode Islanders, Tuesday,
Sept. 12, came and went as another busy
day with little substance, significance, or
consequence. However, some of us have
been working all summer,
POLITICS possibly even all year, for
this day. Millions of dollars
were poured into this day.
Whether from geographic absence or
apathy, the vast majority of the
Providence College population missed
this hype. For those of us penetrated by
this political charge, September 12 could
not come soon enough. With record
turnout of 63,459 voters in the Rhode
Island Republican primary, the results of
the Sept. 12 election paved the way for
Republican victory in November.
According to Cranston Mayor Stephen
Laffey, “The smallest state in the Union
can have the largest voice.” While I
doubted Laffey’s ability to take that to the
U.S. Senate, I do not doubt that the voice
of this small state will be amplified even
more throughout the next two months.
Rhode Island’s Republican primary
had temporary divisive implications for
the party, yet the electorate was able to
pull through in choosing the right candi

dates to represent the Republicans in
November. Providence saw the first
Republican mayoral primary in 35 years
between the party’s endorsed candidate,
Dr. Daniel S. Harrop, and the Republican
City Committee Chair, David Talan.
Harrop swept 63.5 percent of the vote over
Talan. Republicans Jonathan Scott and
Edmund Leather battled over who will
oppose incumbent Congressman Patrick
Kennedy. Jon Scott, the endorsed candi
date, claimed victory with 69-percent of
the vote. Lt. Gov. candidate Kerry King
faced an uphill battle when Rhode Island’s
former Adjutant General, Reginald
Centracchio, joined the race in June.
Centracchio’s 67-percent win combined
with claiming victory over every town in
Rhode Island positioned him quite nicely
for the general election. Last but not least,
how could we forget the battle between
U.S. Senator Lincoln Chafee, and Laffey
for the U.S. Senate? Chafee’s 54-percent
victory over Laffey is a testament not only
to his honest, independent leadership, but
also to the intricate network of national
politics with which Laffey could not com
pete.
This lineup for November puts Rhode
Island in a very interesting position, where
I believe we will see one of the most
Democratic states in the country with no

less than three top Republican office hold
ers on a statewide level. I hold strong
convictions that Chafee will retain his seat
in the U.S. Senate, that Carcieri will be re
elected, and that lieutenant governor can
didate Centracchio will easily win the
seat.
While I am not declaring a
Democratic victory over the rest of the
Republican candidates, I feel that the
other candidates will have to work harder
to fend off the Democratic machine that
ravages through this state.

Numbers show that more than
14,000 voters became unaffiliated
this election season.
With three Republicans seated in these
top positions, I begin to wonder what the
Republican party is doing right and what
the Democratic party is doing wrong. Is
Rhode Island becoming more conserva
tive? Are the Democrats in Rhode Island
really going to vote for a Republican? Or,
is the label Republican too harsh for the
ears of these leftists who have dominated
Rhode Island politics for years? Clearly,
the Republican party in this state is doing
something right. Rhode Island political
strategy has proven that the party that can
attract the votes of the unaffiliated voters

will be victorious. Numbers show that
over 14,000 voters became unaffiliated
this election season. Judging by the record
turnout of voters, one can hypothesize that
many of these voters found themselves
voting in the Republican primary.
In these times of uncertainty, it is imper
ative to have steady leadership. The
Republican Party can offer that. A compar
ison of candidates demonstrates that the
Republicans have candidates with great
credibility and character to lead us for
ward. Does Rhode Island want a con
gressman who has serious medicinal
addictions? Does Rhode Island want a
governor who will fight corruption when
he has been associated with it for 30 years?
Does Rhode Island want to continue the
purely anti-democratic system it has had
with generations of a single party system?
What kind of future does Rhode Island
want? I ask the electorate those questions.
As for me, I predict Rhode Island is ready
for a change. The Republican Party is
stronger than ever in this state, and the
momentum is only building. On Nov. 7,1
am convinced that the most Democratic
state in the country will go on to elect
steady Republican leadership to carry us
forward. Now, more than ever I am confi
dent in Rhode Island’s future.
Sources: The Providence Journal
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Jack Bauer doesn't read the
news... he just beats it out
of reporters.
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there's always The Cowl.
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To our readers:
We apologize for the appearance of
last week’s A&E section. The print
ing problems that caused it have been
fixed and are in no way reflective of
the section editor.
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Nightmare
Hollywoodland
A confusing plot and poor
acting make The Black
Dahlia the fall's first flop

Dahlia disappoints:
This hyped drama did
not live up to the
early buzz
UNIVERSAL

by

Katie Levine ’07

Asst. A&E Editor

The trailers for The Black Dahlia por
tray it as a film noir mystery—L.A.
Confidential-style—that is based around
the 1947 unsolved murder of would-be
actress
Elizabeth
MOVIE short. It stars a talREV1EW ented cast of charac
ters directed by Brian
De Palma (Scatface, The Untouchables).
All the makings of an incredible film.
But the notorious murder featured in the
advertisements plays only a small (and
unnecessarily gruesome) part in this jum
ble of excessive storylines that make up a
largely disappointing and unsatisfactory
film.
Josh Hartnett plays Dwight “Bucky”
Bleichert, a Los Angeles police officer
who quickly moves up the ranks because
of his past as a professional boxer. He
partners with Sgt. Leland “Lee” Blanchard
(Aaron Eckhart), and the two go to work
successfully collaring criminals in the city.
During the first third of the film, Bucky
cultivates an unusually close relationship
with Lee and his girlfriend Kay Lake
(Scarlett Johansson).
This threesome lives together in bliss
until the mutilated body of Elizabeth Short
(Mia Kirshner) is discovered on the out
skirts of town. Bucky and Lee take the
case and everything falls apart. In the
course of his investigation, Bucky
becomes involved with heiress Madeleine

Linscott (Hillary Swank) and discovers
that she has a disturbing connection to the
murder.
Avoiding any spoilers, the film quickly
turns into a twisted, confusing mess of
betrayals, murders, sex, and lesbians. OK,
so this sounds pretty cool on paper, but in
reality it’s just weird.
The Black Dahlia tries to pack way too
many storylines into one film. The movie
itself could not even fully articulate its
own plot. It begins with a long, boring
introduction to the characters (by means of
a random boxing scene) meant to create an
emotional connection with the audience.
Needless to say, this doesn’t work.
Usually, at the end of a good mystery,
the main character has a revelation and
divulges his solution to the audience (of
course clues were expertly scattered
throughout the film). The Black Dahlia
may actually have made the Guinness
Book of World Records for a record num
ber of “reveal” scenes. After each one, I
expected the credits to start rolling, but the
scenes just kept on coming.
Mysteries in the plot that I hadn’t even
been aware of were revealed at the end of
this film. So he committed the bank rob
bery! Wait, what bank robbery?
This movie worked way too hard to give
you several “aha!” moments, instead of
just one. But one strong “aha!” is much
better than five weak ones.
If it had just concentrated on one or two
storylines, this film would have been much
more enjoyable. The Black Dahlia murder

plot (which the film’s advertising flaunts)
hovers in the background and is barely
addressed—until the writer suddenly
seems to remember that there is yet anoth
er plot to wrap up.
The characters in the film smoke so
much that it eventually gets ridiculous.
The detectives even light up in the autopsy
room while viewing the dead body (of
which there are entirely too many shots). I
love crime thrillers, but there was no need
for the gruesome shots of dead bodies and
close-ups of blood spatter. I am still hav
ing nightmares.
The acting in the film doesn’t do much
to rescue the disappointing plot either. It is
never a good sign when audience members
are laughing at parts that are not supposed
to be funny. Every character is over-acted,
which seemed intentional on De Palma’s
part to achieve a Hollywood noir feel, but
I don’t think it works.
Judging the acting in this film is diffi
cult to do, as none of the characters was
drawn out nearly enough. It is hard to tell
whether it is the actor or the character that
is bad.
Johansson (whom I normally love)
could have been played by a mannequin in
this film. In every scene, her eyes are wide
and her mouth is hanging open. Every
emotion she tries to express is portrayed
with that exact same face. Her voice,
which is normally distinctive and sexy, just
sounds manly—the exact opposite of what
it should be for her character.
Kirshner as Short and Fiona Shaw as

Swank’s deranged mother Ramona
Linscott—both fairly small roles—are the
scene stealers of this movie. These two
pull through to create the most interesting
and intense characters of the film. Even
though their characters - like everything
else in this movie - are bizarre, their acting
stands out.
Aside from all of this criticism, Brian
De Palma has to be commended for his
beautiful cinematography. The film looks
great, and sticks to the film noir tradition
aesthetically. But he seems to care more
about the cinematography than the plot,
which ultimately makes The Black Dahlia
a letdown.
A word of advice: if you feel tempted to
go see The Black Dahlia, do yourself and
favor and rent L.A. Confidential instead.

GRADE: CThe Black Dahlia
Directed by: Brian De Palma
Starring: Josh Hartnett, Scarlett Johansson,
Aaron Eckhart, Hillary Swank

Runtime: 121 minutes
Rated R

Loving FutureSex/LoveSounds
by Jess

McCauley ’07

A&E Staff

In case anybody hadn’t noticed after the
2002 release of Justified, our little precious
darling Justin Timberlake is all grown up.
Gone are the squeaky-clean stylings he
presented as a member
MUSIC of the Mickey Mouse
REVIEW Club, banished is his
requisite
mid-90s
bleach blonde dye-job in boy band
NSYNC, and never again will he try to cop
a juvenile feel from Janet Jackson for all
the free world to see.
Timberlake’s sophomore release,
FutureSex/LoveSounds, is by no means the
work of an ambivalent rookie artist vocal
izing his insecure introspection and
attempts at self-discovery. He is not afraid
to be overtly sexual, whether it be through
booty drop inducing beats or lyrics that toe
the line expertly between insinuating and
explicit.
Timberlake, coupled with an all-star
cast of producers including Timbaland,
Rick Rubin, and will.i.am of the Black

Eyed Peas, manages to skirt this lyrical
line while providing the perfect backdrop
of genre-crossing R&B riffs, techno-influenced synth and even hints of Eastern
instrumentation. The record begins with
the stomp-clap midtempo dance beat
“FutureSex/LoveSounds ” which,
as
Timberlake breathily asks “Just tell me the
way you like that,” could be the counter
part to Nelly Furtado’s “Promiscuous
Girl,” also produced by Timbaland. The
dance beat quality of the record is rein
forced by “Sexy Ladies,” an even-paced
funk track that immediately calls to mind
Prince with its twangy bass riff;
“Love/Stoned,” a clap-rhythmed, stringsupported homage to a girl that’s “flawless
like some uncut ice” that he hopes “is com
ing home with [him]” tonight; and “Damn
Girl,” a track featuring will.i.am that
showcases Timberlake’s signature falsetto
with a chorus and horn section spawned
from ’70s soul.
Even with evidence of his maturation in
sexual lyrics and comprehensive musical
composition, Timberlake is not afraid to
draw upon past experiences for inspiration

(i.e. that time he and Britney Spears had an
evidently bitter breakup after dating for a
billion years).
“What Goes Around.. .Comes Around”
at first listen seems like a “Cry Me a River
Part Deux,” but giving the track a second
chance reveals its lush musical arrange
ment and vocal maturity. The song slides
into a familiar cantering beat and repetitive
hook but only after an unexpected sitar

intro, and a string arrangement enhances
both the level drum pulsing and ethereal
vocal harmonies. Lyrically the song is
much more than a continuation of “Cry Me
a River” with lines like “it’s breaking my
heart to watch you run around/Cause I
know that you’re living a lie/But that’s
OK, baby, cause in time you will
find/What goes around comes around.” A
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Life after death
Rapper Dilla died last year, but family and friends have released the first
of two posthumous albums, showing that he lives on through his music
By Ryan Burns ’08

by

Owen Larkin ’07
A&E Staff

Brotherhood of the Wolf
Directed by Christophe Gans

Don’t be scared, my children, but
this movie is in French with subtitles
included (unless you opt for the dub
bing). But it is not some fancy intel
lectual film. It is superbly done and
contains some amazing fight scenes
and even some brief nudity. It is
about a monster terrorizing a village
and ripping loose women to shreds.
The first scene is about 30 seconds
of a woman getting slammed into a
boulder until she is nothing but a
limp mess of flesh. Awesome.

Otis Redding
The Very Best of Otis Redding
Elektra / Wea

The album itself means nothing, just
the artist. Download some of his
songs, buy a CD, whatever. He has
a better voice than Marvin Gaye
and more soul than James Brown. I
personally suggest “Happy Song”
and “Sad Song,” but you can never
go wrong with a little “Sitting on the
Dock of the Bay.”
Sweet soul
music.

Different Seasons
by Stephen King
Think you know Stephen King? You
don’t. Prior to his later career as a
writing machine, Mr. King was the
preeminent American storyteller.
Don’t believe me? Pick up this
book. It is a collection of four novel
las, about 120 pages each. The
book contains “Rita Hayworth and
The Shawshank Redemption,” and
“The Body,” which you know by the
movie title, Stand By Me. Yes, he
wrote the stories that were adapted
into two of the greatest movies of all
time. Now read them.

A&E Staff

J Dilla
The Shining
Bbe
Some legends never die. As forced col
laborations on posthumous albums by
Notorious B.I.G. and 2Pac have been
released throughout the last few years, it is
rare to see a deceased artists’ material
released just as he would have wanted it.
Knowing this, Kariem Riggins, a long
time friend and collaborator of J Dilla,
wanted to help. Along with Dilla’s mother
and Bbe Records, Rigging has released the
first of two finished J Dilla albums, the
first entitled The Shining. After Dilla’s
untimely demise last winter after a fouryear battle with lupus, his friends and fam
ily thought it would be best to release his
material to the public with a proceed from
the album going to charity.
The album is somewhat of a departure
from his critically acclaimed instrumental
LP Donuts, which was released three days
before his death in February. This album
features guest appearances from previous
Dilla collaborators such as Common,
Dwele, and Black Thought from The
Roots. The 12-track album is somewhat of
a throwback to the earlier sounds of Dilla
with a tiny bit of Donuts sprinkled in. I
was somewhat disappointed at the track
listing of the album, as there were only
nine actual songs. The other three inter
ludes, however, are amazing instrumen
tals, with an unintentionally funny Busta
Rhymes intro that felt a little out of place
on the album. While the two pure instru
mental tracks are vintage Dilla, I always
skip to track two when listening to The
Shining, due to the volume of Busta
Rhymes voice. I blasted this CD when I
first bought it in a Best Buy parking lot,
and as soon as Busta yelled “Ay YOOO,”
a woman next to my car screamed. This is
a true story and was embarrassing for
everyone involved.
Luckily, Common comes through and
saves the day on “E=MC
Over a head
knocking beat, complete with one of J
Dilla’s trademark vocal filtering, Common
spits as strong as ever, like he did so many
times with Dilla in the past. Lines like:
“This rap here, something that I felt in the
moment/a truth, opponents in the
booth/inspired, cause what I write is fire
like roof’ flow perfectly over Dilla’s beat.
While listening to this, I felt like I was
being taken in a time machine back to
2000 when Dilla and Common frequently
collaborated.
Another disappointment was that Dilla’s
former band mates Slum Village, don’t
appear on this album. When rumors start-

Bbe

ed to circulate around the Internet about
this album, it was almost confirmed that
Slum Village was appearing on it. I also
wanted to see the newly reunited A Tribe
Called Quest (or at least Q-Tip) reunite
with the producer responsible for some of
their best songs to date.
The absence of these key figures in the
musical history of J Dilla was forgotten by
the time I had finished the entire album
and experienced the three best tracks. The
first song to leak from the album was
“Baby” featuring Madlib and Guilty
Simpson. Madlib and Simpson are flaw
less as they rhyme over a simply intoxicat
ing instrumental. I don’t think that either
of them are great rappers, but then again,
Dilla always had a way of getting the best
out of the people with whom he worked.
“Dime Piece (Remix)” featuring Soul
singer Dwele is nothing short of amazing.
Over a beat that sounds like some of
Dilla’s earlier work, Dwele sings about his
ideal woman. His smooth delivery and
excellent songwriting skills did this song
justice and compliments the driving bass
line perfectly. I had this song on repeat for
the last three weeks of the summer.
My favorite song on the album is

“Won’t Do,” a solo track that showcases
Dilla’s often underused rapping skills.
Since the end of his days with Slum
Village, Dilla has not really rapped as
much as he used to, which is sad consider
ing he is a great rapper. The most surpris
ing part of the song is the chorus that
showcases Dilla’s sweet singing voice. I
thought it was Dwele singing the chorus at
first, but Dilla proves once again just how
versatile he can be. Listen to these three
songs and you will be able to see what
Dilla was all about.
Thanks to Kariem Riggins, the Yancey
family, and the millions of J Dilla fans
around the world, we as music critics, fans,
and supporters were able to hear some
original work that J Dilla wanted us to
hear, not remixes and guest appearances
from people he never knew. Luckily, there
is one more Dilla album called Jay Love
Japan, which is tentatively scheduled for
release on the one-year anniversary of his
death—February 10, 2007. To learn more
about J Dilla, his upcoming projects, and
how to donate to the Yancey fund, please
visit: www.myspace.com/jdilla.

GRADE: B

Justin: Sexy’s back in sophomore release
continued from page 13
definite tone of finality and acceptance is
apparent as he doesn’t give a rat’s behind if
she’s still crying a river—if there was in
fact a battle between Britney and Justin,
Justin walked away with the championship
belt and Britney walked away minus shoes
but plus two babies with Kevin Federline.
Point: Justin.
“Summer Love,” another gem featuring
Timbaland, incorporates his famous yet
never stale stomp-clap beat into a swirling
synth hook to which Timberlake perfectly
harmonizes; if I had to pick a second radio

single, it would definitely be this.
Unfortunately the wind eludes the sails
with the closing tracks, namely “Losing
My Way,” which sounds like a bad after
school special about a drug addict, and
“Set the Mood,” a song that is a little too
All 4 One/“I Swear” to be taken seriously.
Timberlake calls upon perennial influ
ences Michael Jackson and Prince for this
record in a reverent rather than blatantly
plagiaristic way, masterfully coupling their
dance, pop, and R&B sensibilities with
contemporary hip-hop rhythms, dance
floor synth, and lush vocal harmonies in a
way that holistically blows Justified out of

the water. FutureSex/LoveSounds crosses
sonic boundaries while being exactly that:
A record to which someone will have sex
in the future and, incidentally, emit some
of the high-pitched coos for which
Timberlake is famous. FS/LS is sure to
become a mainstay on Top 40 radio and all
of the Billboard charts, solidifying
Timberlake as a veritable neo-Jackson, or
at least one of the most creative popular
musical geniuses of our generation. And
even if you don’t like the rest of the album,
you can always listen to that one track that
brings sexy back.

GRADE: A-
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Taste of the Town
with James McGehee *08
A&E Editor
Andino’s
171 Atwells Ave.
Providence, R.I.
(401) 453-3164
I dined at Andino’s last Saturday with
someone named C.
A clean, dim-lighted space, Andino’s
main dining room is cramped in a cozy
way. I like the mood the lighting and Frank
Sinatra’s voice offer. Unfortunately, the
hostess seated me and C in a tent in the
back that resembles a tent put up at a
church fundraiser. This, no doubt, is
because I am a slovenly-dressed college
student. Alas, we had to share our meals
with the Federal Hill flies. No, it wasn’t
that bad. Just call ahead and request inside
seating, especially if you are on a date.
Andino’s is an Italian restaurant. It has
a big menu, but it’s not the kind of big
menu that inhibits your choosing because
you keep asking yourself, “Now what do I
really want?” The entrees are divided into
four main categories: Pasta, seafood, veal,
and chicken. Subcategories are marsala,
piccata, pizziola, and saltimbocca. (Don’t
ask me what those mean).
The best part about Italian cuisine is that
a side of pasta accompanies all entrees. So,
if you want the veal, (as I did, because who
doesn’t like eating baby cow?) but also
want some pasta, no worries. I didn’t order
from the pasta category, but I think they
give you a side of pasta with your pasta,
too. The appetizer selection stresses the
cheese— mozzarella this and mozzarella
that—but it also offers some seafood.

TIM PISACICH ’07/The Cowl

The food was delectable. I ordered the
Veal Andino, veal with artichoke hearts,
sliced pepperoni, and sweet peppers in a
white wine sauce. I also sampled the
Chicken Marsala and Chicken Parmesan;
both great dishes.
After having, over the last three weeks,
Caribbean Chicken, Indian Chicken, South
Pacific Chicken, Brooklyn Chicken,
General
Tso’s
Chicken,
General
Eisenhower Chicken, and all the other
chicken variations at Raymond Hall, I for
got that chicken can taste so good. Another

plus: The proportions are sizeable. I left
the table “full,” although I didn’t finish all
my food.
C made the dinner intellectually inter
esting by discoursing on international eat
ing habits. (C, by the way, is widely trav
eled. C is the only person I know who has
worked for three intelligence agencies: the
C.I.A, the Mossad, and the Agenda
Brasileira de Inteligencia.) Did you know
Indians eat with their hands? No utensils. I
cannot imagine eating without a fork. Even
chopsticks make little sense. Why, in coun

tries where 80 percent of the diet is rice, do
they eat with chopsticks? I’ve never under
stood that.
Unless the wait staff is especially poor
and lackadaisical, there’s never much to
say about them. The waiter or waitress
takes your order, brings your food, asks if
you’d like to see the dessert menu, and
then collects your dishes and the tip. Yet,
sometimes, the entrees arrive while every
one is still working on the appetizers. I
hate when that happens. It’s as if the wait
staff is telling you to hurry up. I appreciat
ed that our waitress left enough time
between the appetizer and the entrees that
we could relax and talk.
A universal complaint I have about
restaurants (Andino’s included) is that the
water glasses are too small. Since I can
drain the tiny glass of water (half ice to
begin with) in three sips and rarely order a
soda, a shortage of liquid refreshment is a
constant problem. I think the busboy filled
my glass nine or ten times, which is annoy
ing, because I had to say, “Thank you, sir”
every time he filled it. One restaurant I
don’t have this problem at is Friendly’s,
with its huge translucent green glasses.
Andino’s is affordable with entrees
ranging from about $10 to $20. The rec
ommended Veal Andino costs $18.95, but
that is in the upper echelon. In the lower
level, linguine with red sauce costs $8.95.
If you are looking for great Italian food
and don’t care about going to a place with
much style and character, go to Andino’s.

GRADE: B+

Kiss me, I’m Zach Braff
The Last Kiss is good, but not feel-good
The Last Kiss
Directed by: Tony Goldwyn

Starring: Zach Braff,
Jacinda Barrett, Rachel
Bilson, and Casey Affleck
Runtime: 115 minutes

Rated R

By Deanna Cioppa ’07
A&E Staff
Upon leaving The Last Kiss this
evening, I struggled to reconcile the sink
ing sensation in my gut which had persist
ed for the past two hours with what I was
fairly certain had been
MOVIE an excellent film.
REVIEW How is it that even
now, as I write this, I
feel depressed and demoralized? The only
answer I can come up with is honest film
making from start to finish.
The Last Kiss was an uneasy blend of
Garden State (surprise, surprise) and
Closer, without the former’s sticky naivete
and latter’s anti-pretentious pretension. I
say ‘uneasy’ because, from the start of the
film, struggle after struggle after conflict
after tragedy is layered upon the characters
and—thanks to some wonderfully believ
able acting—the audience as well.
The screenplay is a remake of a 1999
Italian film called L’Ultimo Bacio. The
story centers on an average couple,
Michael and Jenna (Zach Braff and

Jacinda Barrett, respectively), who seem to
have it all, plus a baby on the way; how
ever, is having it all enough for Michael?
When a younger woman (the O.C.’s
Rachel Bilson) begins to show an interest
in him, Michael must choose between a
future “with no more surprises” and the
unexpected that comes along with a new
romance. Or can he have both?
Michael’s struggle is by no means the
only conflict in the film. Every character
or set of characters is faced with a choice
to make—and every choice carries painful,
burdensome consequences. The central
question put forth seems to be, “How do
you make a happy life with the person you
love?” or perhaps more aptly: “Is love
enough?”
Of course, these questions have crossed
the silver screen hundreds of times. I have
yet to find a film, however, that has
attempted to answer the question so com
pletely and, as I said before, so honestly.
Each character’s reaction to his or her situ
ation is at once completely organic, and
yet also somewhat idiotic. There were no
synthetic airs, no epic undertones. Wrong
choices (and right ones) were made for
exactly the reasons they are made in real
life.
And perhaps that is why I left the the
ater so depressed—because their reactions
were my reactions, because every wrong
turn was a turn I would or might have
taken. Every resolution reached left me
relieved, because I could see myself going
down the same road they did. At times the
layers of woe were a bit overwhelming, a
bit suffocating, but take any of it away, and

the film would have lost a lot of its punch
(in the gut).
This kind of honest experience, rare as
it is, comes from several different sources.
The script, for one, flowed very naturally.
It is hard to pick out a moment of con
trivance, even when the characters them
selves try to contrive a situation. Dialogue
was natural enough, with just the right
number of small absurdities injected to
remind us that, yes, we are watching a fic
tion.
Casting was spot on as well. Zach Braff
played with enough depth to keep us safe
ly away from Garden State II. His charm
and his despair translate incredibly easily
onto the screen. Another standout was

Blythe Danner as Jenna’s mother. Danner
was able to capture perfectly the heart of a
woman struggling with her age and her
desire to be desired—a woman who must
face her past, and make a terrible choice
about her future happiness. Danner makes
us recognize this woman’s desperate,
pathetic nature and her wisdom and grace
almost simultaneously.
My darling readers, if you are looking
for the feel-good movie of the year, please
do not see The Last Kiss. If you’re looking
for one of the most authentic narratives to
hit the screen in recent years, then by all
means... it’s your choice.

GRADE: A

DREAM WORKS

Who will get the last kiss? Looks like Zach Braff has a tough decision to make.
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Back at School: But at least I'm not at the Spam Museum
by

Kristina Reardon ’08

Associate Editor-in-Chief

Somewhere between my home in
Massachusetts, and our vacation destina
tion in South Dakota, things got. . . well,
I’m not really sure there’s a word to
describe it. And it wasn’t just
because I had been sentenced to
ESSAY 16 hours in the middle seat of a
small vehicle, housing five peo
ple plus nine overflowing suitcases—it
was because when we passed the 999th
sprawling field of com, I realized there
wouldn’t be another rest stop in sight until
we reached Rapid City, and I actually start
ed to like this vacation. (No, that wasn’t a
misprint. I really meant that).
My father thought I must be ill, that he
was living in a universe where all things
began to go right for him at some point—
but he reveled in his parochial daughter. I
was gloriously delusional, basking in the
small fields of sunlight floating in through
the Plexiglass windows of the rental car,
napping, thinking that this would finally be
a relaxing vacation. It would be the type of
vacation that would not require you to take
a vacation from your vacation just to
recover. Just our overstuffed car, some
cows, a few buffalo, and the open prairie—
all was at peace in the world.
That was, until we reached the Spam
Museum. I’m serious. There is a such
place called the Spam Museum. It is a
place where you learn about the history of
canned shoulder of hog. You can view
films about Spam, read about Spam, and
even don Spam gear to race other Spam-azoids to see who can package a can of
Spam first. (In case you’re wondering, I
did not participate, but my 17-year-old sis
ter triumphed over my father and 11-yearold brother, canning six Spams a full 19
seconds before either of them.)
I regret that I am able to pass this infor-

ALEX JOHNSON ’07rrhe Cowl

mation on to you. I regret that I am the
beholder of this great font of knowledge
regarding salted pork. I regret that we
stopped at such a place as the Spam
Museum. Even the people who created the
darn place regret it. A sign on the highway,
advertising this great center of meat pro
duction, read: “The Spam Museum—even
we don’t know why!”
It was at such point that I began to real
ly look forward to gazing at rocks.
And, really now, this means a lot com
ing from me. When I learned that the
California beach plans we had begun to
discuss at the beginning of the year fell
through in favor of my dad’s great vision
of a family road trip to Mount Rushmore, I
cringed.
Great, I thought. This is awesome. I’ll
go stare at rocks all day.

Word got around that we were going on
vacation. When friends and family heard
that we were going to Florida last year,
they said things like, “Wow!” and “That’s
great!” and “That will be so much fun!”
When I told my best friend that I was
going to South Dakota, she said, “Are you
serious?”
Another friend said, “God, I’m sorry to
hear that.” She said it in that voice people
use when they read in the paper that some
one they don’t know has tragically plunged
to his or her death in a motor vehicle. I felt
like I was plunging to my death in a motor
vehicle when I learned that we were only
flying to Chicago—and driving the
remaining 16 hours to Mount Rushmore,
then driving some more to Wyoming, just
for kicks.
But I began to really love the faces of

George, Tom, Teddy, and Honest Abe as I
thought about other places where I might
be, namely the Spam Museum.
I even began to love the car rides,
squished into the middle, as my brother
decided to play a fun game: torment
Kristina, no matter the cost. He began by
poking. Then he said obnoxious things in
obnoxious voices. Then he began singing
“99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall.”
And all the while I thought to myself,
This is better than the Spam Museum! And
he was dismayed to learn that what had
previously irked me and gotten quite vio
lent reactions produced only a smile as I
looked up from my book. At least it was
not the Spam Museum.
Grassy prairies, hikes through the
woods, staring intently at rocks: all those
things took on new meaning to me. I could
almost classify my life: Years before I
knew of the Spam Museum, the agonizing
10 minutes when I realized it existed and
that we were going there, the painful hourand-a-half we were there, and years after I
had escaped.
1 had a new appreciation for nature, for
trees, and for things that were not Spam.
It is with this newfound perspective
that I organize my new folders and note
books for classes. Where I could be grum
bling thinking of coming research papers,
communal bathrooms, and cafeteria food,
I think to myself, But at least I won’t have
to eat spam. At least I won’t have to be at
the Spam Museum!
And, it was in hopes of giving you a
new lease on life that I began to write
today. The next time your roommate busts
into the room at 4:00 a.m. while you were
sleeping, or the toilet in the bathroom
overflows, or you realize you have an
exam five minutes before it’s set to begin,
just realize the glass is half full, and think
to yourself: At least I’m not at the Spam
Museum!

Ducky bibs and the age-old question of age
by

Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff

I think I was about seven years old when
I came to the conclusion that 20 was old,
and anything past that was ancient.
This breakthrough occurred while play
ing Barbies with Jenna, my
ESSAY neighbor, who had asked how old
my Barbie was. In the end, I
decided that she was 16 since,
according to my Disney-nourished mind,
16 was the equivalent of a grown-up, but
not so old that her hair would turn gray (as
I imagined instantly happened as soon as
you turned 20).
Of course, my perception of what was
old changed as I aged. “Oldness” became
calculated by behavior more than numbers.
When I was in high school, for instance,
you were old if you were unwilling to buy
the cheap lawn seats for big outdoor con
certs because you didn’t want to stand in
the mud with bikers, hippies, and Frisbee
wielding under-30s. When I came to col
lege, though, I edited my theory, deciding
instead that oldness struck as soon as you
got a job that lasted more than three
months and whose title didn’t translate into
the everyday vernacular as “Office
Doughnut Wench” or “Irate Customer
Crap Receptacle.”
However, it recently occurred to me that
oldness doesn’t just occur within the
expanse of a single instant; rather, it is a
process that takes place gradually. Still,
there are particular moments, some more
so than others, that make me incredibly
aware of the passage of time. And for
some reason, the last few months have
been chock full of these instances, and

they have all been terrifying.
First, there was Jenna’s wedding. The
girl with whom I had spent my earliest
summers playing Barbies was suddenly 22
(miraculously, sans gray hair), and making
a life-long commitment that, out of all of
our mutual friends, only Barbie and Ken
had made thus far. I was her maid of
honor, and that assignment alone was
enough to cause a quarter-life crisis
involving a weepy round of whiskey sours
at the reception with the other single first
time bridesmaids and Jenna’s grandma.
We were getting old, it seemed, and for
some reason, the urge to resist such aging
and the responsibility that came with it was
particularly strong. I admired Jenna’s con
viction regarding her new husband, but the
thought of being so committed had the
effect of inducing a sort of brain freeze
accompanied by vivid thoughts of old
women with millions of cats.
Then, there was my promotion the next
month. Don’t get me wrong, I was
absolutely thrilled to be advancing from
“Lowly Minion” to “Lowly Minion in
Charge of Lesser Minions,” but the fact
that people now had to answer to me
served as an odd catalyst for simultaneous
feelings of “I’m so incredibly awesome”
and “I’m so incredibly old.” The most
peculiar moment arose when I had to assist
in the hiring of interns. I was suddenly
sifting though piles of resumes not much
shorter than my own and it made me won
der at the difference half a decade could
make.
Jenna was the source of my next
moment of shocking age awareness as
well. A few weeks after my promotion,
she announced that she was pregnant. I
thus found myself begrudgingly wander

Barbie, those don’t look like childbearing hips to me.
ing around the infant section of JC Penny’s
one Saturday morning, trying to figure out
how it was possible that one of my friends
was already having a baby and wondering
how long it would be before I would be
shopping for my own children . . .
At that thought, I dropped the collection
of duck-patterned bibs I was holding. My
own children? It simply astounded me that
there was the possibility that I might be in
a situation like Jenna’s within the minis
cule range of a decade or so. And it also
astounded me that a decade seemed like
such a short time. Back in the days of
Barbie, a decade might as well have been
millions of years.
In the attempt to pretend as though this
most recent realization had not been made,
I bent down and picked up the duck bibs.
In spite of my trauma, I had to admit that

they were absolutely adorable. They fea
tured the duck eating a different meal for
each day: Monday was spaghetti, Tuesday
was a hamburger, and so on.
Before I knew it, a goofy grin had stolen
across my face. Moreover, the feeling of
bitterness at having to purchase things that
acknowledged my friend’s aging had evi
dently evaporated; rather, a feeling of
peace had settled in my mind. It took me
a moment to absorb this sensation, but then
it dawned on me: This was something that
I had never before had the opportunity to
do. With age, suddenly, came the chance
to be totally girly in the infant section of a
department store and to dare to imagine a
future that included a tangible hope of my
own children.
That was something even Barbie had
never been able to do.
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Phisyear, "Portfolio has decidedtogive itselfa

little internationalflair. Pourjuniors who are

studying across "Europe for tie semester will
checfin with usperiodically, narrating life from
the other side of the Atlantic.

Families are different, no matter the transhation
by

Erica Carroll ’08
Featured Writer

As I made my way through the Seville
airport, I did my best to avoid women in
outlandish polka dot dresses who were
contestants for Miss Spain 2006 and were
handing out jars of olives
STUDY to arriving passengers.
ABROAD
I knew I was in Spain,
but despite the outlandish
polka dots, it didn’t yet feel foreign to me.
Never having been abroad before, I was
fully prepared to be overwhelmed from the
start—and by more than just polka dots. I
read all the travel guides and literature
about the culture shock prior to my depar
ture, but as we left the airport and made
our way toward the center of the city, I
naively felt nothing but excitement. The
idyllic setting of my first night was surre
al—walking around the cobblestone
streets near my hotel and listening to a
street performer play the guitar for the
passersby.
It may have been the jet lag, or the dis
traction of lost luggage or, most likely, the
fact that I was in a bubble, surrounded by
other American students for my first 48
hours in Seville, but I felt as though I had
bypassed the adjustment period and was
already well on my way to becoming fully
comfortable with Spanish culture. That is,
of course, until I met my senora.
In order to highlight the fact that the
majority of us would not be living with
families per se, with a mom, dad, 1.5 kids,
and some sort of pet, the coordinator chose
an assignment at random to read aloud:
“This one is in the barrio of Triana. There’s
a senora, her daughter Dolores, who’s 34
years old, and a cat.”
As it turned out, the example given to
us was my host family.
The next day, our senoras were sup
posed to pick us up by 11:30 a.m. I wound
up being one of the last three people left,

leaving the hotel around 1:00 p.m. By that
point, I was so nervous that I couldn’t
decide if I wanted my senora to come or
not. I’m pretty sure that the moment they
called my name was the point at which I
lost all ability to speak any Spanish beyond
si and vale, OK.
Concha, my senora, is an older woman.
Though she is a half a foot shorter than me,
at first sight she was the most imposing
figure I’d ever seen. Bypassing me, she
turned to my orientation guide the moment
we were introduced and asked if I spoke
Spanish. Embarrassed by my lack of abili
ty and my nerves, I felt that kind of start
did not bode well for our future together.
The walk to the taxi stand was silent. I
broke into a sweat in the 100-degree heat
while trying to keep up and carry my three
pieces of luggage down an interminable
street, which the day before had seemed so
short.
During the ride to the apartment,
Concha and the taxi driver str uck up a con
versation, out of which I could only catch
random words and phrases. At one point,
Concha turned to me and asked (in
Spanish) why I was so quiet. After two or
three tries, I was able to communicate that
I was nervous, and she said, “Don’t worry.
I’m going to take care of you and treat you
right.”
Once we arrived at the apartment, I was
introduced to her daughter, Dolores, who
left immediately to pick up her cat, Nina,
from the vet. Concha and I then went
through each room so I could learn the
essentials—where the lights were, where
to put my clothes, and where to find the
food.
After that we sat in the living room to
face the awkwardness of this social situa
tion. My attention wandered during our
conversation.
First, I focused on whether I looked as
uneasy as I felt, perched awkwardly on this
couch with scratchy blue upholstery.

MALLARY JEAN TENORE ’07/The Cowl

Across borders: A garden in the barrio of Santa Cruz.
Then I went through an inner mono
logue: “Am I actually in Spain? I’m in
another country, sitting in the living room
of some Spanish woman whom I just met.
What made me think this was a good idea?
Do they do background checks on these
people? It’s kind of dark in here with the
blinds down. What’s she saying? Pay
attention.”
It went on like that for a while, because
every time I made an effort to listen care
fully, I still only got a vague picture of
what was being said to me, and I didn’t
want to start panicking about the fact that I
couldn’t understand. I realized I had been
overly confident about this entire endeav
or, and it was time for a reality check.
It took a day or two to get used to the
accent. Then after a couple more days of

walking on eggshells, trying hard not to do
anything that could be construed as stupid,
I soon discovered that there had been no
need to worry.
Concha wasn’t as foreboding as I ini
tially thought, and I soon realized that she
really does take care of me like a mom
would. She’s full of interesting stories
about the city she loves and has helpful
hints about what to see and where to trav
el.
At this point, past the awkwardness with
Concha, past the jet lag—and certainly
past the polka dots—I can say I truly am
adjusting. I’ve already learned more than I
ever expected from my first contact with
foreign culture. . . and I’m excited about
what’s to come over the next three months.
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Tiffany and Earl

Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter at a time

Dear Tom,
The thing about
crossroads is that we
always stand at them
believing we don't
know which path to
take. But everyone
always knows, deep
down, what they will
do. So, chances are
my advice will go in
one ear and out the other unless, of course,
I give you the advice you are looking for.
As a member of the female gender, let
me theorize about your situation. There's a
big chance that your said unicorn has
known since freshman year that you've
liked her. And chances are she has just
found out that you are going on a date with
that girl from your class, and she sees her
chance for either romance, or attention,
slipping away. So be very, very careful in
your conquest. You only live once. And, I
believe that in all fairness to the girl from
your class, you shouldn't start to get into a
relationship with someone if you're still
chasing your unicorn from the past. So, try
to test the waters with your fantasy girl.
Invite her to your dorm to "watch" a
movie. If she comes over and isn't wearing
sweatpants, there might be hope for you
two. If she appears distant and uninterest
ed, then cross her off your list of things to
do and move on. The girl from your class
probably really likes you and is checking
your Facebook profile as we speak.
Overall, approach with caution.
Good luck!

Dear Two-Timin’,
Ahhhh, the old
"two women" prob
This Week
lem. We should all be
so lucky, you [exple
tive deleted]. Lucky
for you I have been in
this situation many a
time, and I do mean
many. Unfortunately
for me, in the past I
have generally picked the usually unattain
able conquest. Much to my surprise they
are deemed unattainable for a reason—
because they are easy and not worth your
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
time. Regardless, you should play both
I find myself at a crossroad, and I truly do not know which path to take. I sides of the ball. I am sure that you are an
athletic man being that you are so coveted
have started to develop a romantic relationship with a girl from one of my
by the opposite sex. As a result, you should
classes. She’s great, and we have finally decided to go on a date. The only
problem is this past weekend another girl I have been chasing since freshman have the endurance and stamina to play
year started to, I think, "hit" on me. The way our conversation progressed, it both offense and defense. Attempt to feel
seemed as though our future together would be what I made it. So, that is my both situations out. Plan to hang out with
each one at different hours during the day,
problem. Should I stick with what I have and what I know is good? Or, should thus allowing each girl an opportunity to
I try for what might be the delusions of a fanatic hopeful attempting to capture prove herself to you, while simultaneously
the unicorn he has always chased? I just don’t want to blow both chances.
ensuring that neither finds out. If they do?
Please advise.
Don’t fret, this is perfect. Women are natu
rally a jealous breed of animalia and if
there is one thing that I know, it is that they
—Two-Timin’ Tom
would rather die than allow another
woman to date a guy they wanted or even
Do you sometimes wonder if
just "liked" moderately. Hence, you could
travel to Bartertown and have them battle
Tiffany and Earl are more than just friends?
for your love in the Thunderdome, where
Or do you have real problems of your own?
two men enter, one man leaves. Regardless
of the outcome, my friend, I must leave
Let us help you help yourself
you with the resonating words of FDR,
Write to Tiffany and Earl!
"Nobody likes a tramp." Best of luck.

Chasing the unicorns of your past

AskTiffanyEarl @yahoo. com

“Writing a poem is discovering.

■Robert Frost

Adam
by

Craig Malesra ’08
Portfolio Staff

Slink soft down the staircase
out the kitchen window (the door squeaks)
but when you hit the back yard
be a bona fide track star
start the car, six houses down the block.
take six lefts, four rights, all day at a desk sweating this one night
it’s seedy here, seamy even.
she cares not for trivialities.
she sees him.
Eve grabs hold of the apple.
she twists.
No fingers running through soft hair
No tracing the outlines of her face
Mash lips. If the eyes link, repel your gaze like four electrons
meeting.
When it’s over, champ, go back to Her.
She waits for you.
a cold bed

Tears dried into sticky blotches, patches on smooth skin.
If she wakes, Adam, do what you have always done.
Glide your thick fingers through her downy hair
and when she looks at you
and says the familiar line

tell her again that you will wait
to be her first.

Perfection
by

Sarah Arnini ’07

Portfolio Staff

I strive for Perfection,
And it leads me to its evil twin procrastination—
In which I may have perfected the skill.
Yet even there I do not find perfection,
Because sometimes I don’t put off what I need to do
later, but instead I do it now.

Roving Photographers
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Why do you think the Red Sox are
having such a meltdown right now ?

“Because the Yankee’s rock.”
Paul Vasquez ’08

“Because I stopped wearing my lucky Red Sox underware.”
Paul Coyne ’08

“Because they haven’t gone to Ranger school yet!”
Aaron Rozovsky ’08, and Dan Murdough ’08, and Jennifer Viera ’08

“Because they are waiting for next year.”
Andrew MacMannis ’09

“Because we’re not playing!”
Katelyn MacLean ’08 and Kerri Senno ’08

“Papi says: I’ll show you a meltdown.”
Big Papi

Storis
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Jeanette Toney

Kevin Neumen

Volleyball
Sophomore—Brooklyn, N.Y.

Men’s Soccer
Sophomore—Miller Place, N.Y.

Posting a team-high 58 kills, Toney led the Friars
to a 2-1 record at the third annual Friar Volleyball
classic this past weekend. For her efforts, the
sophomore outside hitter was named to the
All-Tournament team.

Neumen couldn’t have scored at a more crucial
time, as the sophomore defender headed home
with just three seconds left to give PC a 3-2 win
over Syracuse last Thursday. The goal was his
second of the year.

Scores
Thursday 9/14
Men’s Soccer at Syracuse

Schedules
W, 3-2

Friday 9/22
Volleyball at Sacred Heart
Women’s Soccer at USF

7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
1:05 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Friday 9/15
Men’s Cross Country at
Boston College Invitational
Women’s Cross Country at
Boston College Invitational
Women’s Soccer at Connecticut
Volleyball vs. Coppin State

1 st of 5
L, 4-0
W, 3-1

Saturday 9/23
Women’s Tennis at URI Duals
Field Hockey at Maine
Volleyball vs. Columbia (Fairfield, Conn.)
Men’s Soccer at Marquette
Volleyball vs. Wagner (Fairfield, Conn.)

Saturday 9/16
Volleyball vs. Chicago State
Volleyball vs. Colgate

W, 3-0
L, 3-0

Sunday 9/24
Women’s Tennis at URI Duals
Women’s Soccer vs. Marquette

9:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

Sunday 9/17
Men’s Soccer at St. John’s
Women’s Soccer at Quinnipiac
Field Hockey vs. Iowa

L, 1-0 (OT)
W, 1-0 (OT)
L, 1-0

Tuesday 9/26
Men’s Soccer at Holy Cross

7:00 p.m.

Wednesday 9/27
Field Hockey at Harvard

7:00 p.m.

1st of 5

Wednesday 9/20
Field Hockey at Georgetown

W, 3-0

Standings
NFHCA/STX Division I Field Hockey Poll (9/19)
Team
1. Maryland
2. Wake Forest
3. Old Dominion
4. Duke
5. North Carolina
6. Ohio State
7. Virginia
8. Penn State
9. Boston College
10. Connecticut

Men’s Soccer Big East Blue Division Standings (9/20)

Votes
821
809
760
688
638
604
562
550
508
373

11. American
12. Louisville
13. California
14. Indiana
15. James Madison

345
299
274
269
223

16. Providence

214

17.
18.
19.
20.

William & Mary 189
188
Villanova
112
Hofstra
92
Iowa

Team

Big East
L
W
T

Pts.

Overall
T
W
L

4
Seton Hall
West Virginia 3
Connecticut 3

0
0
0

0
1
1

12
10
10

6
6
3

2
1
2

0
2
2

Providence

3

1

0

9

5

2

0

Pittsburgh
Notre Dame
Georgetown
Marquette

2
2
2
0

1
2
2
4

1
0
0
0

7
6

2
4
3
1

4
3
5
7

2
1
0
1

6
0
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XC runs well at BC
with Breffini Twohig and Krystal Douglas,
finishing eighth and tenth respectively.
Sports Staff
What makes the results of the meet even
more impressive is the fact that many of
The nationally ranked Providence the team’s runners were not able to com
College Men’s and Women’s Cross pete.
Country teams are off to yet another great
“It was rewarding to get the win with
start. On Friday, both squads topped their out most of our top runners. It shows we
respective fields at the have a great deal of depth,” said Coach
CROSS Boston College Invitational. Treacy.
COUNTRY
Competing with the
Some were out due to minor injury;
Friars that day were Yale others are coming off recent track seasons.
University, Stony Brook University, the Thankfully for the Friars, their respective
University of Rhode Island, Bentley absences are temporary.
College, and the host, Boston College.
“I expect everyone to be on the line for
Impressive showings on both sides fol the upcoming Notre Dame Invitational,”
lowed for the Friars. Coach Ray Treacy Treacy added.
was satisfied with how his runners com
After the opening mile, it seems things
peted, saying,
are going well for one of PC’s strongest
“It was a nice liftoff on the level of per programs. In the past decade and even
formance.”
before, Friar Cross Country teams have
In both the men’s and women’s races, a fared well, placing high in the Big East and
PC runner finished as the the runner-up. NCAA tournaments.
Junior Amed Haji led the Friar men, edg
Things look like they will stay that way
ing out Patrick Mellea of Boston College for the Friars. The freshmen, though in the
by two seconds. As for the women, grad process of becoming acquainted with col
uate student Aine Hoban finished at the lege life and college-level running, are
top, trailing Yale’s Lindsay Donaldson by improving each week.
only six seconds.
“They seem to be adjusting well. You
Four other Friar men finished in the top always are positive when a class comes in,
10. Junior Max Smith finished fifth, fol but you never really know until they get
lowed only a second later by teammate here. From what I see now, I’m very
senior Nick Weidman. Weidman was only impressed. This is one of the best classes
one second ahead of another teammate, I have seen here,” said Treacy.
sophomore Richard Yeates. Finishing
The Friars return to action on Sept. 30
ninth was freshman Tom Webb.
at the Notre Dame Invitational, a meet
The women’s side was just as impres which features many Big East opponents.
sive. Like the men, five women placed in It also is the team’s only meet from now
the top 10. Sophomore Katie DiCamillo until the New England Championships in
finished third, while junior Mary Nelle October.
Trefz finished sixth. A pair of freshmen
were the remaining Friars in the top 10,
'
by

Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
about either PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!

Ryan Holt ’09

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports staff

As a die-hard Cubs fan, I have the utmost confidence that Carlos Zambrano will
take home the National League Cy Young this year—and rightfully so. What I’m
not sure about is who’s going to win the MVP in each league. Any thoughts?
—Brendan Maloy ’07
For the National League, there’s no
doubt in my mind that it’s Ryan Howard
of the Phillies. How do you ignore a player who has hit 57 home runs (so far) and
helped to keep his team in the wildcard
race, saving a season that seemed to be
over two months ago? Without Howard,
the Phillies would be in a fight with the
Braves for third place in the NL East. In
his first season as an everyday player, and
only his third season in the majors, the
Phillies first baseman is batting .314 with
140 RBI in addition to the home runs.
Albert Pujols seemed to have the award
wrapped up early but once he went on the
disabled list, Howard took over as the NL’s
best player.
As for the AL: As a diehard Red Sox
fan, I’m more than a little biased toward
David Ortiz. Until early August, I probably would have put him beside Ryan
Howard in the definite winner category.
But now that the Sox have fallen off, the
race is a lot less clear-cut than the NL. If
the Indians were in contention, I would go
with centerfielder Grady Sizemore; however, with Minnesota battling the Tigers
for the Central Division and the White Sox
for the wildcard, I think Joe Mauer is the
best candidate. Mauer leads the majors in
batting and, along with Justin Morneau,
has been a huge part of the Twins’ second
half success both offensively and behind
the plate, guiding the Twins’ young ritation. Though he’s not a huge power hitter
(11 HR), he hits to all fields and should
only improve with experience.
—Erin Redihan '08 II

In the American League, Derek
Jeter has produced more runs this season
than anyone in baseball (191), including
David Ortiz (187), who is on pace to drive
in 100 and score 120, and is vying for the
AL batting title at .339. Ortiz is not even
batting .300. Jeter is also hitting close to
.400 with runners in scoring position and is
arguably the best baserunner in the game.
Jermaine Dye, Joe Mauer, and Vladimir
Guerrero all have produced far fewer runs
than Jeter, while Justin Morneau has pro
duced only slightly fewer but is less than
elite while fielding or running the bases.
Add Jeter’s leadership qualities, and this
one is a no brainer. Oh, and Jeter is play
ing Gold Glove defense too.
This NL is a dogfight between Ryan
Howard and St. Louis’s Albert Pujols. But
Ryan Howard takes the cake, and as an
absolute beast (6-foot-4, 252 lbs.), he
probably eats it too. Carlos Beltran gets
some consideration too, but is below the
magical .300 and is not as valuable to his
team individually as Howard or Pujols.
Now, both Pujols and Howard are dom
inating opposing pitching as bright spots
on mediocre offenses and both are average
defenders. But while Howard has been
healthy all year, Pujols has missed time
due to injury. Additionally, Howard is
having a year for the ages with 57 home
runs, 100 runs, and 140 RBI, and has got
ten better recently, saving his best for after
the All-Star break, when he was leading
the Phillies back into the thick of the NL
Wild Card Race.
—Drew Goucher '08

are you constantly correcting your
friends’ grammar?
Do you get pleasure out of finding
typos in The Cowl?

Then join the

Copy editing Staff
Applications Available in The Cowl office, Slavin G05

Are You PC’s Next Singing
Sensation??
Try-out for your chance to sing die national anthem at
PC athletic games for:
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Ice Hockey

* Auditions will be held from 11:00AM-12:30PM on
Thursday September 28th & Friday September 29di
* If possible, please pre-register by e-mailing your name
and date chosen tojcailc06@providence.edu
Try-outs open to all PC students!!

|
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Turf: FH program on the up PC: No. 16 with 8-1 start
continued from back page
option for her.
“When I took the job, there was discus
sion about the turf being built. We were
able to push the concept that it was coming
very shortly [to our recruits], but we unfor
tunately weren’t able to have further con
versations with some kids once they found
out we didn’t have it right away,” Madl
said.

The Friars will face weekly
showdowns against
championship-caliber
opposition in the Big East. It’s
an elite conference, but there’s
no doubting now that PC
belongs.
That certainly isn’t the case anymore, as
evidenced by Providence’s freshman class.
Four players have started the majority of
the games for the Friars, including goal
keeper Rachel Chamberlain, who has
already scooped up two Big East
Defensive Player of the Week honors in
her young career.
“They’ve come in and really brought a
new energy to the program,” Madl said of
her froshlings. “Having four freshmen
playing substantial roles has been impor
tant to our success this year, but I think
more than that... we have a great dynamic
right now with the upperclassmen and the
freshman class.”

“Recruiting is huge, and I think now
with Our success and the field, they kind of
play off of each other, so we’re hoping we
can keep it rolling,” she said.
Certainly, with the new turf field and the
advantages that it’s bringing to recruiting,
the future is bright for PC. But you can’t
build a program just on facilities and
recruits (this is what I like to call the Larry
Coker Theory, for all those college football
fans out there). It takes a coaching staff
with the ability to instill the killer instinct
in a team, and that is where the future of
PC field hockey is. Look no further than
PC’s signature wins this year—Michigan
and Northeastern—for evidence for
Madl’s success.
“The Michigan game, I think, has set
the tone for the players and their belief in
what we are capable of,” Madl said. “We
need those signature wins to kind of make
a statement, but more than that, we have to
play every game like it’s a signature win.”
Certainly, they’ll need to in the new and
improved Big East. Four of the seven
teams, including Providence, are in the
national rankings, which means that the
Friars will face weekly showdowns against
championship-caliber opposition. It’s an
elite conference, but there’s no doubting
now that PC belongs.
“We’re very pleased with where we’re
at right now but not satisfied,” Madl said.
“We want to continue to show the impor
tance that this turf has had, but more
importantly, the hard work that our players
have put in over the time here.”

Sport Shorts
All the news we couldn’t fit... but did
Volleyball hosts third annual Friar
Invitational
The Providence College Volleyball team
hosted the third annual Friar Invitational
over the weekend, posting a 2-1 record to
up their season mark to 5-6.
On Saturday, the Friars got the tourney
off to a rousing start with a 3-1 win over
Coppin State. PC took the opening two
games by scores of 30-22 and 30-15, and
after narrowly dropping the third game 2830, they bounced back to close out the
match with a 30-22 victory in the fourth
game.
Sophomore Jeanette Toney led the PC
effort with 18 kills, while fellow sopho
more Aida Cadres chipped in with 10 kills
of her own to go along with 14 digs.
The Friars were back in action on
Sunday. A 3-0 win over Chicago State set
up a showdown with Colgate—also 2-0 so
far in the tournament—but the Friars
would come up just short in that one,
falling to the Raiders by the final score of
3-0.
Against Chicago State, the Friars rolled
to victory courtesy of 30-27, 30-21, and
30-25 scorelines in the three games. PC
fell behind early in the first two games, but

strong service play from sophomore Kelly
Krahenbuhl and 11 kills from Toney car
ried the Friars to victory on the day.
Unfortunately, the Friars would fall to
tournament champion Colgate to close out
the weekend. Cadres was a bright spot for
PC, tallying nine kills and 10 digs in the
losing effort.
Toney and Krahenbuhl were named to
the All-Tournament team.
PC returns to action with a busy week
end, taking on Sacred Heart on Friday, and
Columbia and Wagner on Saturday. All
three games will take place in Fairfield,
Conn.

Tennis team in action
The Providence College women’s ten
nis team participated in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Championships in West
Point, N.Y., last weekend, along with 17
other schools. Sophomore Ashley Rissolo
and the Friars competed individually, and
Rissolo compiled a 3-2 record at the first
singles spot. The team travels to Rhode
Island this Saturday for the University of
Rhode Island Duals Meet.
—Kevin O’Brien ’07

continued from back page
school field hockey to the college level has
been seamless.
“Division I is very intense, and it’s
much faster,” said Chamberlain of the
adjustments she has made. “But this team
has offered me trust. If the defense does
not trust the goalie, then things don’t work
out as planned. It’s awesome how these
senior All-Americans are trusting a fresh
man goalie.” So far, the team’s faith in
their young goalie has been rewarded by
their best start in nine years. The Friars’
defense has been outstanding, allowing
only eight goals through nine games this
season.
Senior Melissa McGow was also
acknowledged by the Big East, as she was
named to the weekly honor roll after scor
ing the game winning goal against Boston
University on Sept. 13. McGow has three
goals and six assists so far this season,
making her presence known both on and

off the field as a team captain.
The Friars will be on the road this week,
traveling first to Orono, Maine to take on
the University of Maine on Saturday
before journeying to Harvard next
Wednesday night, Sept. 27. Maine is an
annual rival for PC, as Madl was an assis
tant coach at Orono before coming to
Providence. Last season, the Friars lost a
close match to the Black Bears at home.
“They’re a very scrappy team,” said Madl
about Maine. “They’re feisty and they
present a challenge every year. Harvard is
very poised and tactical.”
“Playing Harvard was a very positive
game last year,” said junior captain Kiley
Morgart. “We beat them for the first time
in a long time.” Providence defeated the
Crimson 2-1 in overtime in 2005, a result
the team hopes to repeat in Cambridge this
week. That game will start at 7:00 p.m. on
Sept. 27 while the match up with Maine is
slated for 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 23.

Soccer: Up and down weekend
continued from back page
Rival St. John’s was a little different, how
ever, as PC struggled offensively. Both
teams managed only five shots each the
entire match, with two for Providence and
three for St. John’s. Unfortunately for PC,
the third St. John’s shot decided the out
come, as a header off a comer kick landed
in PC’s net 4:28 into overtime.
Despite the loss, Daley praised his play
ers’ for their strong defensive effort and
poise in a difficult atmosphere—playing
the Red Storm on the road.
“Sunday was a different environment.
St. John’s has a big-time culture and pro
gram and one of the best coaches in Dave
Masur. Overall we did well. We had a few
lapses here and there, including the one
that cost us in overtime, but we can learn
from these mistakes, especially against
other Big East schools—all of which are
big games—and hopefully we can win
some tight games,” he said.
One of Daley’s chief concerns entering
the game was the high level of dribbling
skill possessed by St. John’s forwards.
“We were very good defensively. We

defended well as a unit, and neutralized
their dribbling ability. However, I think
offensively we can better—I know we can
—and ultimately, we will be better. The
coaching staff and the players are pleased
with our start, but definitely not satisfied.
We’re hungry for more.”
Indeed, with a strong start that sees
them at 5-2-0 (3-1-0 Big East), Providence
has reason to be satisfied. For now, the
team sets its sights on Marquette this
Saturday. Though travel is involved again,
Coach Daley is optimistic that PC will
demonstrate its strength.
“We’re playing one game at a time.
Next is Marquette, a team I’ve never
seen,” Daley said. We’ve never played
them while I’ve been here, and maybe
even PC hasn’t. It’s going to be a new
experience, and hopefully we can come
out on top.” PC and Marquette were
rained out in Fall 2005.
One thing is for sure: PC will keep bat
tling, even when most teams would give in
to frustration. In that way, their play
reflects their coach’s attitude: “Don’t get
mad, get better.”

Saturdays: Football on the tube
continued from back page
LSU. Southern California has been able
to balance its ship, even after the loss of
the past two Heismann trophy winners,
trampling Nebraska last weekend. The
Eagles of Boston College squeezed out an
overtime victory against the BYU cougars.
And Louisville and West Virginia have
looked extremely strong for the Big East
Conference.
Since my summary of these top 25
teams does not do justice to the past few
weeks, throw on your favorite college

football shirt and tune in every Saturday.
Just because we don’t have Friar Football
doesn’t mean we should forget such a great
tradition of Saturday college football. So
check the schedules and get your remote
control ready—if you’re lucky, you may
just be able to watch quality college foot
ball from noon until well past midnight.
And just in case if you were wondering
how the Football Friars of Providence did
last week in NCAA ’07, they won in a
shoot out vs. Louisville 45-38 in front of a
maximum crowd of 80,000 on Hendricken
field.

CLASSIFIEDS
4-5 Bedroom Colonial

Elegant 4-5-Bedroom Colonial

New kitchen, windows, and roof
Short walk to campus
2 car garage
$345,000

Full in-law appartment
New kitchen, windows, and roof
Maintanence-free landscape
In the $360s

Beautiful 3-Bedroom
Brick Ranch
.

. ,
Large deck
Granite countertops
New windows

, „ For more information call
John Morookian, Caldwell Banker
Real Estate 401-743-3993

SPRING BREAK ‘O7II!

FAMILY ASSISTANCE

Call STS for the best deals to
this year’s top 10
Spring Break destinations!
Earn the highest rep
commissions! Ask about our
group discounts!
Voted best party schedules.
1-S00-64S-4S49

Seeking family assistant for
nights and weekends.
Responsibilities include
tending to 2 newborn twins
and a 4-year old girl.
Light housework and house
organization required.

Experience necessary!
Call Michelle @ 401-965-7606

Apartments For Rent from WWVV.PROVIDENCEPLACES.COM:
Many 3-12 bed, recently renovated, apartments and full houses available.
Houses on Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton, Pinehurst, an d Tyndall. Most have new bathrooms, new kitchens,
hardwood floors, parking and laundry. Many also have phone , c<able, and high speed internet connections in every room. Check
out pictures on our web site or cail 401-952-0966 for more details.
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Friars split two matches in Connecticut
by

Mike Springer ’08
Sports Staff

On Friday, the Providence College
Women’s Soccer team fell to No. 12
Connecticut, 4-0, in the first Big East game
for both the Friars and the Huskies this
season. The loss was the
WOMEN'S first of the season for the
SOCCER Friars, as they dropped to
2-1-3 on the year. They
were, however, able to bounce back with
an overtime win over another Connecticut
team, Quinnipiac, on Sunday.
Before Friday, the Friars had played
well on the road, giving up only one goal
in three road games. The defense had been
stingy overall, not allowing more than one
goal in a game before the UConn match.
Unfortunately, the Friars have struggled
historically against the Huskies, and have
not won against them since 1993. During
the last 14 games, UConn has outscored
the Friars 62-2. Friday’s loss puts the
Friars at 1-24 against the Huskies lifetime.
“UConn is ranked 12th for a reason,”
said Head Coach Jim McGirr. “They are
just an extremely athletic and talented
team.”
In Friday’s game, Providence played the
Huskies tough, holding them to just one
goal in the first half, which was scored by
freshman midfielder, Annie Yi, in the 12th
minute of the game. However, the Husky
offense could not be kept quiet, and would
score three goals in the second half. Two
of the goals were scored by sophomore
midfielder, Brittney Taylor.
Taylor’s first goal came in the second
half during the 67th minute and her second
would come just 1:29 later. Taylor leads
the Huskies with six goals this season.
UConn also managed to hold the Friars
to just two shot attempts for the entire
game, as they outshot the Friars 28-2. For
the season, UConn has played extremely
well at home, having given up just one
goal this season.
One of the bright spots for the Friars
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was junior goalkeeper Laura Elfers, who
racked up a career high 10 saves. Elfers
has been impressive this season for the
Friars, posting three straight shutouts
before Friday’s game.
“Throughout the season Laura has been
fantastic for us. She has really come on
strong this season after ending last year
playing extremely well,” said McGirr.
Elfers was not the only Friar to receive
praise from McGirr, as he also pointed out
the strong play from freshmen Katelin
Blaine, Tara Ricciardi, and Jill Cambum,
along
with
sophomore
Meghan
Mancarella, and junior forward Danielle
Wieneke.
For the Friars, the disappointment
would not last long, as Providence defeat
ed NEC opponent Quinnipiac 1-0 in over

time at Quinnipiac on Sunday. This marks
the third straight time that the Friars have
beaten the Bobcats on the road, and the
sixth consecutive time that the Friars have
beaten them overall.
Junior midfielder Ashley Amaral scored
the game winning goal for the Friars 2:34
into the overtime period.
Both of
Amaral’s goals this season have been
game-winners for the Friars.
“Ashley has a great instinct and desire
for scoring goals,” McGirr said of his jun
ior midfielder. “That goal she scored was
based off of pure goalscoring instincts.”
Quinnipiac’s leading scorers, freshman
Susan Donovan and junior Kate Lissfelt,
were held scoreless by the Friars.
Donovan and Lissfelt have combined to
score five of the Bobcat’s nine total goals

Junior midfielder Ashley Amaral (left)
ensured the Friars a split this week, net
ting the game-winner in overtime at
Quinnipiac on Sunday for her second
goal of the season. Junior goalie Laura
Elfers (top) kept a shutout against the
Bobcats, her fourth in the last five
games. She is averaging more than six
saves per match this season.
this season, with each of those goals com
ing in just the last two games for the
Bobcats.
With Sunday’s win, Providence also
snapped Quinnipiac’s three game winning
streak, as the Friars improved to 3-1-3. It
was also the fourth shutout in the last five
games for Elfers.
“This was an important win for us
because it gives us some momentum going
into our weekend series against Florida
and Marquette,” McGirr said.
The Friars will continue Big East play
when they return to action Friday, Sept. 22,
to take on South Florida in Tampa. On
Sunday, Providence will return home to
face Marquette. This weekend’s series
will be only the second time ever in the
school’s history that PC has ever faced
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What a
difference a
field makes
When the new turf facility was
completed nearly a year ago, the
Athletic Department hailed it as
the dawning of a new era for
Providence
College sports.
For once,
that
cliche
could not prove
any truer.
The PC field
hockey
team
has begun the
year with a
bang, vaulting to a 7-0 start and a
No. 16 ranking in the national
polls. Yes, the same field hockey
team that went 6-13 last year.
Yes, the same field hockey team
that toiled away on bumpy
Hendricken field for so many
years.
And all of a sudden, one of the
best teams in the country?
Believe it. And get used to the
idea, because the upper echelon is
where Coach Diane Madl and
company plan to stay.
“I think that we can compete
every year to be in the (NCAA)
tournament, she said. “Our goal
for the progam is to be competing
to get that automatic bid in the
NCAAs on a consistent basis.”
Certainly, those goals are a
marked departure from the last
few difficult years for the pro
gram. But anyone who has been
paying attention knows that they
are clearly within the Friars’ col
lective grasp.
If you don’t believe me, just
check the facts: A 2-1 win over
No. 8 Michigan in the home
opener on Sept. 3; a 3-2 victory
over Northeastern in Boston just
five days later; and two straight
weeks at No. 16 in the national
polls.
You’d better hop on the band
wagon while there’s still room,
folks.
For Madl, the season stands as
proof that the vision she came to
PC with nearly five years ago is
taking shape. It was certainly an
uphill battle—the Friars played
on
the
aforementioned
Hendricken field for Madl’s first
two years before becoming sport
ing vagabonds two years ago,
playing “home” games at differ
ent venues throughout New
England. But the last two years
have been played on the new turf
facility, which Madl raves about.
“For Division I programs, turf
is absolutely the surface of
choice,” she said. “So with that,
you have the recruiting aspect of
that—high level athletes that
want to be competing at the next
level look to make sure that the
turf is where they’re going to be
playing.”
Madl admits that the lack of
facilities may have been a hin
drance to the program in the past.
From my own personal experi
ence, I once worked with some
one who played field hockey at
Rutgers in the past (she has since
graduated), and she told me that
she actually wanted to play at
Providence, but a school without
a turf field just wasn’t a realistic
TURF/Page 22
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PC to Big East: Here we come
by

Erin Redihan ’08

Asst. Sports Editor

All good things must come to
an end. After starting off the sea
son with seven straight victories,
its best opening since 1997, the
Providence
FIELD College
field
HOCKEY hockey team lost
at home to the
University of Iowa (4-4) on
Sunday by a score of 1-0. The
team did avenge the loss, howev
er, by winning their Big East
opener to retain their No. 16
national ranking.
On Wednesday, the team trav
eled to Washington, D.C., to take
on Georgetown University (2-5)
looking to rebound from
Sunday’s loss. The Friars took an
early lead when senior Jessica
Weinstein scored her first goal of
the season off a pass from fresh
man Nellie Poulin in the seventh
minute. It was Poulin’s first
career assist and she would not
have to wait long for her second.
Weinstein and Poulin would
repeat their feat later in the half.
The teams went into halftime
with Providence up 2-0.
The Friars continued their stel
lar play in the second half.
Sophomore Meghan Holden
scored the final goal of the day
with six minutes to play to put her
team up 3-0. Freshman goal
tender Rachel Chamberlain and
the Friar defense were outstand
ing, stopping all five Hoya shots
on goal on the way to recording

Although Melissa McGow didn’t score here, the senior captain
was named to the Big East Honor Roll this week.
their fifth shut out this season.
PC outshot Georgetown 12-11,
with nine shots on goal.
The game against Georgetown
was the Friars’ Big East opener.
By beating the Hoyas, the team
broke their streak of losing their
last eight Big East openers. As
this is the first year the Hoyas

Tough loss to Johnnies
can’t dampen bright start
by

Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff

Most clubs that surrender one
goal leads in the final two min
utes of regulation grow dejected,
frustrated, or angry.
Not the ProvMEN’S idence
College
SOCCER Friars. They get
hungry.
That’s exactly what happened
on Thursday, as PC traveled to
Syracuse to face the rival
Orangemen in a tough, early-season Big East match.
Providence, on goals from sen
ior midfielder Joe Weill and
freshman forward Jonathan
Medcalf, overcame a 1-0 deficit
to take a 2-1 lead. But at 88:14,
the Orange found the back of the
net with a header, and tied the
score. PC’s response proved
quick and decisive.
Just over a minute later, as the
Friars controlled the ball through
midfield, the referee blew the
whistle, signaling a penalty call
against Syracuse. Providence was
awarded a long free kick, taken
by senior keeper Chris Konopka.
Konopka bombed the ball toward
the Syracuse goal, and it landed
squarely in the box, where it pinballed around. In the ensuing
chaos, sophomore Tim Ritter was
able to locate the ball and flick it
to classmate Kevin Neumen, who
headed the ball home to propel
PC to a 3-2 win.

“That was one of the greatest
goals I’ve seen,” said PC Coach
Chaka Daley, commending both
Neumen’s finish and Konopka’s
precise and well-struck long ball.
Earlier, with Providence down
1-0, it was Weill’s goal that got
the Friar offense on the right
track. Freshman defender Issam
Sawtarie dribbled the ball up the
right side of the pitch before feed
ing junior middie Hadrien Toure
just right of the top of the box.
Toure one-touched to junior mid
fielder Ryan Maduro beside the
Syracuse net, and Maduro quick
ly fed an open Weill right in front
of the net for an easy tally into the
top left comer of the cage.
Later, the Friars took a 2-1
advantage on a comer kick, as
Maduro’s attempt to the back
post resulted in a scramble.
Medcalf’s header deflected in off
the defense for the goal.
“Syracuse was a tough game
because of travel. We spent five
hours on the bus each way, and it
was our first overnight road trip
this year,” said Daley. “I thought
we started slow, but after we
woke up around the 15-minute
mark, we were very good. We
could have done a better job seal
ing up the win with the score at 21, but I feel we deserved to win
that game, and we were fortunate
to come back and grab the win.”
Sunday’s tilt against Big East
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have competed in the Big East,
playing against them was some
what of a new experience for the
Friars. Even so, they approached
the match up like any other game.
“Our goal is to play in the Big
East finals,” said Chamberlain.
“So now we really have to focus
against these teams. We have to

be dominant and play like we
want to win.” Last season, PC
did not qualify for the tournament
last season, as they finished with
a 1-4 conference record.
While the Friars came out
strong and scored early in the
Georgetown game, the start of the
Iowa game did not go as planned.
“We went in very confident,
very ready,” said Coach Madl.
“We just started too chaotic and
they jumped on it. We settled
down after the first ten minutes.”
Unfortunately, the lone goal of
the game came within those first
10 minutes.
Iowa’s Kara
Zappone scored unassisted five
minutes into the game. The
Friars played hard but were
unable to catch up. Iowa goal
tender Lissa Munley played the
whole match and stopped all four
Providence shots on goal. Rachel
Chamberlain made eight saves
for Providence.
“Rachel Chamberlain played
outstanding. The score definitely
could have been a lot different if
not for her poise and confidence,”
Madl said. Chamberlain has
played well beyond her years
thus far, having already recorded
five shutouts a mere nine games
into the season. Her stellar play
earned her the Big East
Defensive Player of the Week
award for Sep. 18, the second
time Chamberlain has earned
such recognition less than a
month into the season. It appears
that her transition from high
PC/Page 22

No Friar football?
Not a problem
by

Brad Chen ’08
Sports Staff

I make my way past the
Gates toward Hendricken
pass Providence College
bringing their toddlers
draped with Friar
apparel, banners,
OPINION
and flags. Students
have their mini
grills fired up and coolers nearly
dry on Slavin lawn.
The
College’s band is pounding out
“When
the
Saints
Come
Marching In” along with thou
sands of crazed fans, drowning
out Lee Corso and the rest of the
ESPN College Gameday staff
that made the trip from Bristol
Conn., to Providence. The Friars
are taking on the Louisville
Cardinals in what is expected to
be a brutal battle for the Big East
title. As the bleachers begin to
fill, the 3:30 p.m. kickoff is
approaching, and the visitors are
on the field. John Dolan, the
“voice of the Friars,” once more
says to “strike up the band” and
as they do, nobody runs out of the
tunnel . . . then I wake up from
my dream.
In case you’re a little bit lost
right now: No, we do not have a
Division I college football team,
nor any football team for that
matter. While I’m sure hun
dreds, if not thousands, of stu
As
Huxley
field, I
alumni

dents and alumni wish we had a
team, it is just not meant to be.
There are too many obstacles
such as funding, space for a stadi
um, and other NCAA restrictions,
for PC to get its team back for the
first time since 1945. The clos
est thing to a Friar Mascot danc
ing on the 50-yard line is in a
game of NCAA
’07 for
Playstation or X-Box, and you
might as well put you and your
roommate in at quarterback and
receiver. Though you can’t tail
gate for something like that (or
maybe you can), there is a full
nation of college football out
there that you can see with the
quick push of the T.V. clicker.
Last Saturday, if you weren’t
too busy getting your Monday
school
work
done
to
impress your accounting or Civ
teachers, then you should have
been glued to the T.V. for
Separation Saturday. Ohio State
separated itself from the rest of
the
pack
as
it toppled
the National Champions from
Texas the second week of the sea
son. This past Saturday, the
Buckeyes beat Cincinnati easily.
Notre Dame may have lost its
National Championship hopes in
an embarrassing home loss to
Michigan, which has climbed
into the top ten. In a classic SEC
defensive battle, Auburn held off
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